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bis residence in IMontreai, operated some sixty-five
____________________________________times-the greater number being oqn Frencli Cana-

OBSERVATIONS ON LITHOTRITY AND LITHOTOMY.
amongst Frenchi Canadians. Dr. Campbell lias Opera-

By WILLIAM H. HINGSToN, M.D., L.R.C.S.E., Surgeon to St. ted twenty times, and 15 per cent were FreahCana,
Patiick's Department, Hôtel Dieu. dians. Dr. Munro las operated between forty-flve

(Read before the Canadian Medical Association, at its meetzmg and ffty times, and he tells me bis memory cannot
in .Montreal, September, 1872.) recail, among that number, one who was nlt a French

Within the past few years, vesical calculi have, I Canadian. Dr.Fenwickwbolaslithotomized during
believe, become somewhat frequent in our midst; and the past few ycars ia sixteen cases, and with a saccess
operative procedures for their removal are not of that is excecdingly satisfactory, had seven among the
unusual occurrence. The frequency witb whieh art British, and Dine among the French, andail of them,
is now sought should tend rather to increase than to save one, being natives of Canada. 0f those litho-
diminish interest in' the subject; to aid us tized and iithotomized by myseafs twenty-five per
taining the causes of its greater frcquency, now that cent, in round numbers were among the British
hygienic laws are more generally understood ; and to and seventy-five per cent. among the French. Thus
direct attention to the best means of ridding the sub- Dr. Campbell's figures, showing amuch larger per-
jects of vesical calculi of a troublesome and danger- ceatage of Bristish cases, may be fairly balanced by
ous malady. The first part of the subject would alone those furnished by Dr. Fenwick and myseif com-
take up more time than is at your disposal: suffice it bîned; whulc those cf Drs. Nelson, Beaubica and
to say, urinary calculi originate in the " precipitation Munro, are without a coresponding counterpoise cf
of urinary constituents, in consequence of a loss of cases anong the British. I had not the leisure afford-
solvent capacity in the waters of the urine ; either (1) cd me cf continuing this enquiry amongst those who
by an excess of any substance for the water tQ dis- have performed their one or tfvo operations c.
solve ; or (2) by a deficiency of water for solution of Whatever may be the influences which combine
the substance; or (3) by 4 the presence or absence te render Jrinary caiculi of greater frequency
of some third substance ;" and, lastly, the deposit may amongst tic residents cf this Provinc, than cf
aggregate from a focus of its own substance or may the other,-and in this Province among Our fellow
CCgather around a foreig body as a distinct nucleus." citizens cf Frenc e I cannot eonF en co-
Do thèse conditions obtain here more frequently than jecture. Differeces in the so, wter &cc., and in
in other parts cf the Dominion? 1 know faot; but other climata conditions might be invoea.-
certain itis, cases cf vesîcal calculi are far more coin- explanation cf the former; but the latter must be
mon in this part cf the Dominion than in dither Nova left to speculation. So much, gentlemen, for the
Scotia or New Brunswick, on the one side, (where formation cf stone, and its frequency; and now
the disease is aimost unknown;) or than, se far as I for its reyovar. And here I confess to somie difi-
can iarn, in tic Western portion cf the country ; tnd dence in hezarding an opinion where it misent
'are mcre common in t1ts city thaa in other cities cf seem litter for me te ask it. Yet an opinion must
even this portion cf tc Dominion; and in, certain be formed, and operations must be resorted to, and
portions cf this city more than in others. While it is 'oftentimes difficuit for a surgeon, not vwedded
the Western portion cf Montreal enjoys comparative te githe'- te say whic operation-Lifthotoy or

amuuîty from, the disease, St. Mary's, St. Jamcs's ILithotrity-is best suited te the c nts. I vad per-
and tne castera portions cf St. Lawrence wards and formed Lithotomy five times, and. edch time with suc-

juttings St. Jean Baptiste Village and Petite cess, ere i perform dmy first operation cf Iithotrity;
-Côte, have furnished by far the greater number cf but since tenI have pecrformed Lithotomy but three
cases cf the disese te the hospitals.- Nor is the tiDres, choosing, rather, tse Lithotite in every case
disease met with inequai ratio amongst tic British where itso mploymentwasnet lay contra-indicated.
and French. I have ne pubiishcd statistics teaid ~The experience I have thus gained, limited, it is truc
me; but my own experience, and the barole is this that in the aduot, hardness,and hardncss aJonc,
evidence cf otherswouid icad me te bdieve that while slound offer an obstacle to the use of tc Lithotrite ;
the French Canadians are more subjeet te certain and that neither the size nor the number cf the Stones,
maladies, and the British Canadians te others, among nor even the condition cf the uinary organs Should
the former have been met by far the grenter number be permitted t be obstacles teo the perforns cf
cf cases of Urin ary calcult. Dr. Robert Nelson, during i nthotrty, shouid tat operationbe preferred te its
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more brilliant, more rapid, and withal more dan-
gerous competitor-Lithotomy.

It is to be regretted that stitistics do not represent
the true state of the question, so far as a general
comparison between the two operations is concerned;
and for these reasons. For Lithotrity to be success-
ful it is supposed to be necessary that the stone be
of moderate sizé, single, 'and not too hard ; and that
the urinary organs be ina healtby state. I say sp)
posed to be necessary, for in some of the cases I met
with, the stone was large; in some cases multiple';
and in more than one case the organs were in a far
from healthy condition. If, however, we admit statis-
tics as they are furnished to us by those who practise
both operations, Lithotrity is one of the most satis-
factory. Civiale, whom I have seen operate many
times,and whose dexterity and delicacy in handling
his instrument I bave much admired, says that
out of 591 operations there were only 14 deaths, or
1 in 42.2. This was in bis own practice ; while
Lithotomy, until recently, gave 1 in 7.9. Tie sta-
tisties furnished by great Britain are meagre. Twenty-
five years ago, cases were frequently sent thence to
the great Litbotritist at Paris ; but Brodie, Ferguson,
Keith and Thompson soon came to retain in Great
Britain cases that would'otherwise have been sent to
France. Brodie lost 9 out of 115, and of these
only 5 were due to the operation. Ferguson lost 12
out of 109 cases, and Keith 7 out of 129. Sir Henry
Thompson's earlier returns were 84 cases and 4 fatal.
His later returns 184 cases, and recoveries 93 per
cent. And, omitting five deaths from other causes,
the mortality amounted to only four per cent. "I
nay now say, says Sir -. Thompson, " that the deaths

which occurred from all causes during or after the
conclusion of treatment, among 204 cases of patients,
averaging 61 years of age, were 13 in number, consti-
tuting a rate of recovery of 93k- per cent. Mr. Chrich-
ton in 122 cases had only 8 deaths, or less than one in
fifteen. " Considering, " says a writer, I the relative
mortality of the two operations, so highly in favour
of Lithotrity, the small proportion of cases submitted
to this operation would scarcely seem judicious." But
a more recent writer, Sir H. Thompson himself, says :
"although the proportion crushed now, I believe, by
most surgeons, is mostly larger than that submitted
to the knife, 'I have ventured to regard Lithotrity
as the rule, applying it to five out of: every six adult
cases ; and to employ Lithotomy only as the exeep-
tion."- Gentlemen, I must be -pardoned if I append
my puny figures to those just read to you. I require
three to make.a 4core of cases of Lithotomy and
Lithotrity combined-eight of the former and nine

of the latter. But as in one of the cases of Litho-
tomy I had previously lithotrotized the patient; and
as in one of the cases of Lithotrity, the patient had
been previously lithohomized by me; although this
does not diminish the number of cases it does the num-
ber of patients, who are thereby reduced by two.* Of
the eight cases of Lithotomy I have little to say. They
presented no special features of interest-five of them
were in children. The lateral operation was perfor-
med in all but one case-when Allarton's method was
followed. They all terminated favourably. One,
however, a boy, operated upon four years ago, from
whom I removed a stone weighing three drachms 49
grains, still suffers, and probably ever will suffer, from
incontinence of urine. The number of calculi in
each case was one, with one exception. From one
patient lithotoinized, I removed twenty-flive calculi;
yet within six months I lithotritized him, new calculi
naving formed in the interval. Of the nine cases of
Lithotrity, six recovered perfectly, and without a
return of the disease; one was operated upon the
second and last time more than a year ago; and of
the two incomipleted cases, one, undertaken at a most
critical period, was abandoned ; and one was partially
crushed by the Lithotrite, but a sacculated bladder
rendered recourse to Lithotomy necessary. In no
case where the Lithotrite was used was the bladder
injured, and (the same bas been observed by others)
even when the irritability was considerable bere
the operation, tiat irritahility was lessened before
any debris had passed away. Of the average
number of sittings in each case I have no record.
The greatest number, however, in any case, so far as
my memory serves, was sixteen, and the fewest number
was three times.

Surgical writers are accustomed to lay down cer-
tain rules for the guidance of Lithothritists which
appear to me to be somewhat faulty, and to some of
which I shall allude:-

lst. As to the use of chloroform. Chloroform
should generally be administered. It was given in
all but one case, the nervous, restless condition of the
patient, and the frequently irritable condition of the
bladder, rendering it necessary.

2nd. It is recommended to empty the bladder
and then to inject with tepid water until that visou
contain five to six ounces of fluid. That advice I
regard as most pernicious, as the injection of warm
water is really more painful,and may be more danger-
ous, by inducing spasm of.the bladder, than the intro-

* Nov. 13. An operation (Lithotomy') on a congenital ^case
of stone in a child five years of ag-, performed to-day,
increases that number.
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duction- of the Lithotrite itself; and every surgeon
knows the difficulty of retaining fiuid thus introduced.

3rd. It is recômmended not to litothritize unless

the patient can retain his urine at least four hours.

Although it is highly desirable, as an evidence of

absence of irritability of the bladder, that the patient

should be able to retain his urine a considerable

period, in one of my most satisfactory cases the urine

could not be retained as many minutes, but came

trickling away into a gutt-percha bag suspended
to receive it.

4th. As to the difficulty of sometimes findiug the
stoné, al] Lithotomists are agreed. The same difficul-

ty occasionally presents itself in attempting to seize it.

The instrument used, ia my few cases, was the French

one introduced on the patient's right side, (patient

on his back,) the instrument held perpendicularly
when passing through the ,membranous portion of

the urethra, the weight of the instrument alone.
propelling it. The blades were not opened till the

centre of the bladder was reached, and, as recom-

mended by Civiale, no depression was made, and
the stone was not made to fall into the Lithotrite,
as taught by Brodie, Heurteloup and Crampton, but
seized where it was found, and generally without the
blades of the instrument touching the coats of the
bladder, much less iujuring them.

In oniy one case did the patient complain of suf.
fering after the effects of the chlorforin had passed

away. One of my patients, a shoemaker, was so little
inconvenienced by the operation that lie rarely lost
any of his working hours but went cheerfully to
sleep,a few moments after twelve, singing the " Mar-
seillaise," awaking suddenly to consciousuess, and in
time to return to the city to resume his work at one
o'clock. This patient was lithotitrized fifteen times
altogether-eleven times on first, and four times on
second occasion, when calcali had reformed after an
interval of several months; yet he more than once
declared ln the presence of the students " je ne sentais
rien,"' He had several large sized friable calculi-the
larger debris of which alone nearly.filled a two-ounce
cerate box.

Seeing the facility with which the calculi were
broken up in the few cases submitted to the action
of the Lithotrite, and the inconsiderable discomfort
attending and following the operation, I am of opi-
nion that, in the adult:

1st. When the stone is small, we should crush.
2nd. When however large, if friable, crush.,
Srd. When single, crash.
4th. When multiple, crush.

5th. 'When hard and large, whether sinigle-or mul-'
tiple-we should cut.

,th. But that in all cases of children, whatever
may be the size, or number, or consistence of the
calculi,"we should lithotomize.

Corner Union Avenie and St. Catlerine Street.

Montreal, September, 1872.

N.B.. While this short imperfect sketch, written
chiefly for the purposé of adding a little to the inte-
rest of the Montreal meeting of the Canadian Medi-
cal Association, is passing through the press, I am
perusing fôr the first time, Sir Henry Thompson's
admirable work, " Practical Lithotomy and Litho.
trity." Although many of Sir Henry's observations
are embodied la Holmes, Gant, Erichson, and other s
works of systematic surgery, the comprehensive and
exhaustive nature of bis monograph cau only be ,ap-

preciated on perusal. While much of what I have,
written is fully and ably treated by Sir Henry, I
am not a little pleased that many of the impres-
sions conveyed to my mind by the observation of a
few cases on this side of the Atlantie, are the echoes
of more powerful impressions on the ý earnest
mind of the most accomplished living Lithotritist, by
the treatment of cases more than twelve times the
number.

A Case of Abdonnal Tmno .. By E. H. TRE-
otLME, M.A., M.D,, Professor of Midwifery and

Diseases of Women and Children, University of
Bishop's College, Fellow of the Obstetrie Society
of London, (England), Attending Physician to the
lontreal Dispensary, &c., &c., &c.

The following presents some features of interest,
which has induced .me to bring it before the notice
of this Society.

The subject of this sketch, Mrs. G., a native of
England, St. 70 years, was a well-developed, fair-
sized and healthy-looking woman, with a slight stoop
in lier gait. , She consulted me upon several occa-
sions during the early part of 1870, for pains in the
stomach, and " dyspepsia." Notwithstanding these
occasional attacks," she was able to attend more or
less regularly to ,her duties 'up to the first part of
April, when she was obliged to confine herself to the
house on account of the increased violence of' the
pains already mentioned. The patient, at this time,
could..not eat lier food, sleep, or rest, and by the
middle of April, she. could bear it no longer, and .I
was sent for to see,her. I, found the -patient sufer-
ing as just described, and much shattered in streng th,

99THE CANADA, MEDICAILSRCORD.
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After questioring her as.to the-state of her; bowels,
urine and stomach, which I found to be normal, I
then proceeded* to make a thorouglh examination of
the abdomen, at the seat of the- pain, which pain,
according to ber story,.was nearly at the pit of the
stomacli, a little to the left side. Upon palpitation,
I found a tumor on the left side, in the left lumbar
region, close up to and under the cartilages of the
ribs, and pressing against the diaphragm; The
tumor is not movable, and is about the size of the
closed fist, and of a firm and bard structure. This
growth was evidently the cause of those pains and
obscure gastric symptoms already mentioned. Strange
to say that, although the growth was situated in such
a position that it must have been compressed by. the
clothing fastened to the waist, yet the patient bad
never recognised its presence till I had pointed it
out to ber. Upon questioning the patient as to her
history, I found that about twenty years ago she
Lad received a severe injury or bruise on the left side
by a fall, from the effects of which she soon recov-
ered. This was the only thing that I could ascer-
ta:n as having the least connection with the tumor.

The treatment adopted at this stage was simply
hot stupes to tie abdomen, and opiates. With regard
to a diagnosis, I did not feel there was enougli
ascertained, or even ascertainable, to warrant it, and
so resolved to wait the issue of events. I may say
that there were no indications, nor history, of cancer.
The position of hie tumor showed that it could not
possibiv be ovarian. It was not connected with the
stomach or spieen, as the latter organ could be
detected of normal size, and the former was in good
order. It seemed too nuch to one side to be con-
nected with the omentum, and too high to be attachéd
to the kidney; and, besides this, the urine was appa-
rently normal in color and cjuantity, and the patient
had never complained of the slightest nephritic

symptoms. By the 25th of April the tumor had so
increased in size that it was as large as a head
and occasloned difficult respiration, in addition to
severe pains in the part, and general constitutional
disturbance. On this day, Drs. Hingston and F.
W. Campbell saw the patient with me, and, after a
thorough examination and discussion of the case, we
came -to the conclusion it must be a partly fluid and
partly solid cyst, but not connected with the ovary.

On the 26th, Dr. Burnham, of Lowell, Mass., the
well-known ovariotomist, saw the case with me, and,
after he had thoroughly examiied the patient, he
could notdetermine the nature of the growth, but
thought it was'probably a blood tumor; lie ventured
this opinion from the fact of the tumor being partly

solid and partly, fluid, and its rapid growth and
position in the cavity. The solid part of the growth,
by deep pressure, could be detected. below and to the
inner side of the enlargement. This fact had been
recognzed, asalready stated, by myself and also by
Drs. Hingston and F. W. Campbell. Dr. Burham
agreed with us, that the feeble state of health, the

age of the patient, and the uncertainty of the diag-
nosis, precluded the idea of abdominal section. I
may here state that Dr., Burnham Lad a case very
similar to the present one, where he undertook to
operate for ovariotomy, and, upon making his inci-
sion, found that the tumor was an hermatocele, the
walls of which he could not ascertain. He incised
the tumor, evacuated its contents, closed the abdom-
inal cavity, and the patient made a good recov-
ery.

To return to tbis case, however, I may say that
by the 28th of April the tumor had enormously
increased. The patient had had severe rigors, ber
breathing was greatly interfered with, and her suffer-
ings were so great and urgent as to demand relief.
In the afternoon, Dr. F. *W. Camapbeli saw the case
with me again, when we determined to draw off the
contents of the cyst, which (we judged) would be
probably purulent on account of the preceding rigors.

A medium-sized trocher was introduced about
half way between the umbilicus and cartilages of the
ribs, about three inches to the left of the median
line, and a little below the most prominent part of
the tumor. The withdrawal of the trochar was fol-
lowed by the discharge of about thirty ounces of a
clear, pale, straw-colored fluid; after which, about
the saine quantity of pus came away, and the canula
was remioved. The solid part of the tumor was now
quite perceptible, and appeared to be about the size
of a large fist. This operation was followed by such
a severe shock that J feared for my patient's life. In
a short time, however, she rallied, and passed a
tolerably comfortable night, and the next morning
declared she lad not felt so well for months past.
The patient now enjoyed a few days of respite, when
the tumor once more began to enlarge, and soon
attained its former dimensions. On the 15th of May
the enlargement so -seriously interfered with respi-
ration and ingestion, that a' repetition of the opera.
tion oftapping was urgently called for. On this
day, Drs. Hingston and F. W. Campbell 'saw the
case with me, and as there was- no difference of
opinion as to the necessity of the operation, it was
performed, in the same manner -as before, and with
the discharge of the same quantity and characters
of fluid, except that a- few, flakes of albumen and

100:
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clots of blood came away withi the last few ounces of

pus.
The patient did not suffer from such severe shock

as followed the first tapping, and, with the aid of an

opiate, passed a comfortable niglit. Her health and

spirits improved 'much, and she was able totake a

fair quantity of food, a thing she had been unable to

do for months past.
The most pleasing feature of this case now, how-

ever, was that the cyst did not refill to any incon-

venient extent; and that the solid part underwent a

gradual process of absorption, and during the fbllowing
ten months entirely disappeared. The general health

so improved that, in the course of three weeks, she
was able to move round the house once more. Every-
thing went on most satisfactorily for a few months,
when, unfortunately, the patient became the subject
of religious melancholy; and, although lier general

strength warranted out-door exercise, nothing could

induce her to leave the house; she not only would

not take a walk, but refused to enjoy the fresh air in

a carriage. I need hardly say that ber general

health soon began to fail ; she refused -lier food; grew
more and more melancholy and suspicious, rapidly
lost flesh, and became a living skeleton. During the
months of March and April she complained of ber
food sticking in her throat, and could swallow fluids

only. During the last thirty-five days of ber life, she

took no nourishment whatever, and the last five days

not evén a drop of water passed lier lips. By the
end of April, 1872, emaciation had reached its
extreme limit, and death supervened on the 6th day
of May. About two weeks before ber death she
passed some purulent matter, but, as I could not

ascertain its origin, I supposed it to be leucorrheal.
The postmortem examination was made eighteeu

hours after death; my friend, Dr. Kennedy, kindly
assisting me. Inspection of the body shcwed ema-
ciation had reached beyond anything we liad 'ever
seen. The anterior wall of the abdomen seemed to
rest upon the vertebra. , There was no indication of
the presence of the tumor to either eye or hand.
Rigor mortis not well marked. Ueon making abdom-
inal section, the contents of the cavity were found to
occupy little space. The live2 was small, but other-
wise in a normal state. The gall bladder was greatly
distended with, gal]; and contained a quantity of
cholesterine crystals.

The intestines were nearly empty; the:small ones,
containing -some dark foecal inatter, occupied the
pelvie cavity. Pedunculated.nodules, about the size
of a -common pea, -projected here and there-from the,
surface of the bowels, but these were found: to be

filled with dark, condénsed fecal matter, and .com-
municatedwith the cavity of· the bowel. 'The'trans-
verse and iliac portion of the colon rested over the
upper strait of the peliis. The calibre -of the, intes-
tines, as well as that of the æsophagus, was greatly
reduced, especially the latter, which. accounted for
the 'difficulty she experienced in swallowing during
the latter part of her life.

The stomach was so contracted that its utmost
capacity could not be more than one and a half
ounces; the walls of this organ, however, appeared
to be as thick as usual.

The omentum was found to be intensely congested.
The uterus and ovaries were mucl smaller than

usual, but otherwise perfectly normal., 2Spleen nor-
mal.

Pancr'eas was found to be of firin consistence,
yellowish color, and apparently undergoinc fatty
degeneration.

Theradccviscera were normal.
Brain-Meninges injected; slight deposits of

lymph on piamater and in the sulci ; also serous
effusion under arachnoid; general softening of the
substance of the brain.

Kidneys-Right kidney normal. Left KIdney
was found to be contracted, with the capsule strongly
adherent to its surface; corticle much atrophied;
tubules normal. The pelvis of the kidney was much
enlarged, and contained some purulent matter. The
uretur of the kidney, at the point of its union with
the pelvis, was found much dilated, and to have
formed with the pelvic cavity, the sack of the oi'igiual
cyst. The marks of the trochar are quite visible,
shewing the point where the sack was penetrated at
eacb tapping. There is one renarkable feature con-
nected with this specimen, which I now exhibit, and
that is the peculiar valve-like way in which the
ureter communicates with the cavity of the sack. As
you sec, the pressure of the fluid in the sack effec-
tually closes the outlet. This feet explains how it
was that attention was not drawn to the kidneys'at
all 'during life, and also why a purulent discharge
(very slight) was present near the close of her life
During the period the organ perforned its function,
the urine could not escape-on account of the' valve
that shut it off from the uretur; and it was only after
'its secreting power was destroyed, and the distended
sack evacuated, that any of the pelvie contents could
escape by the uretur.

With regard to this tumor of the kidneys, I may
remark that they are ,very rarely met with. Dr.
Brirht (p. 212) reports a case of abdominal tumor
being due to pus distending the pelvic cavity, the
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patient baving been the subject of previous inflam-

mation of.the organ. In this case, however, the
cyst extended almost to the iliac region, and was not

neàrly so prominent or high as in this case. The

same author relates nine other cases, in al of which

there are symptoms pointing to kidney disease,
recognized during life, In speaking of this subject
last summer, to Dr. Keith, he told me that he had

seen but one such case in his practice.

Montreal, Oct., 1872.

Case of Imnpeforate .Hyen. Operation and
Recovery. By JOHN BELL, A.., 31.D.

(Read bejore th Miedio-Chirurgical Society of Montreal,
Nov. 16, 1872.)

B. W. first came under my care in August, 1871,
suffering from ammenorrhcea. She was then 18
years old ; had always lived in the country; was of
medium height; tolerably well built; breasts not

large; eye, hair, and complexion dark-the latter
pale and somewhat sallow; in manner diffident,
reticent, and apparently somewhat stupid. Has suf-
fered since childbood from headaches, backacbes and
vomiting. Has neyer menstruated, and bas had no
recurring symptoms, which could be said to be an
abnormal manifestation of this phenomena. Ferru-
ginous tonics were prescribed, and directions as to
exercise and diet were given.

A few days after this she got married to a fariner,
and went back to the country to live. In a few
weeks after this event all the symptoms became aggra-
vated, the lassitude, headaches, and pain in loins and
thighs, and she became still more depressed, on the
discovery of a tumor, protruding between the labia,
which some old woman asserted to be a displacement
of the womb, and was a warning to avoid all doctor's
medicines, as this had been brought about by the
strength of the remedies which she had been taking.

She returned to me again on the 3rd of October
last, having reiained in the country during the
intervening fourteen months, and suffered constantly
from the above symptoms. On examination, the
tumor betweenthe labia presented itself as a rounded
conical protuberance, of a little more than an inch
in length, occupying the position of the hymen, and
very much resembling a glans penis. It had along
both sides slight markings, which met above or
be'ow, incluling an eliptical space, and appeared as
if they represented a third pair of lips or laLia
rninorâ. In the centre of the space, and at the apex
of the tumor, was a small depression, like the meatus
urinaris.of the male. On pressure, the tumor easily

collapsed, and the finger could be introduced so asto
completely invest it, to its fullest extent, into, what
seemed to be a well-bounded cavity of some kind.
The urethra was so much dilated as to admit of the
introduction of the little finger. The finger on the
urethra could be very easily felt by the finger on the
rectum, so that there appeared to be no more tissue
than that of the urethra and bowel, and yet, as the
vagina was there, it will be seen how thin the walls
at this part must have been. Through the walls of
the abdomen, a bard rounded tumor, of about four"
inches in diameter, could be felt above the os pubis,
and inclined to the right of the median line. The
lower part of this tumor could be felt tbrougb the
rectum, low down on the pelvis, of a bard, rounded,
aud' somewhat ingise character, giving the impres-
sion to the finger that the walls of the uterus were
not only strongly distended with fluid, but that they
were also firm and thick themselves.

On the 4th of October, Dr. McCallum saw this
case with me, aud we procceded at once to introduce
a small canula and trocar through the septum, wben
a quantity of tawny fluid, like treacle, of a dark

,brownish color, quite devoid of odor, appeared. A
crucial incision, across the whole dianieter of the
hymen, was then made, when about a quart of the
above fluid came away without any pain, and the
tumor in the belly subsided on the introduction of
the finger; the vagina felt soft and pliable, for about
two inches up, where it became thick and hard, as if
the muscular layers had become hypertrophied, in
endeavoring to expel the accumulated fluid. A plug
of oiled lint was introduced through the wound, and
the patient instructed to remain quiet in bed, to
allow more of the fluid to drain away. She felt
greatly relieved, and appeared bright and comfort-
able next day. On the second day after the opera-
tion (October 6th,) she was feverish, but with no
local pain. She was troubled with a severe cough at
this time, and got but little sleep on account of it.
A liquor ammonia acetates and ipecac. mixture, with
a weak 'solution of Condy's fluid for injection per
vaginum, completely relieved these symptoms in a
couple of days, and she would no longer remain in
bed. The aperture was occasionally stretched by the 4'
introduction of two or three fingers, until the edges
of the wound healed, which took place in about ten
days. She then left for home, and has been quite
well ever since.

It is singular that the accumulated menstrual
fluid, which bas, in many of these cases, been pent
up for many months, aud even years, in such close
proximity to the rectum, should ont have the slight-
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est odor. In this case, there was no trouble whatever
from the chief source of danger in-this operation,
viz., the entrance of part of the accumulated, fluid
into the peritoneal cavity-forced either through the

free extremities of the Fallopian tubes, or through
ulcerations in their thin and distended walls, by the
great expulsive force of the uterus, which, contract-

ing down, closes the apertures of communication with
the Fallopian tubes.

This deformity, in some cases, seenis to have an
hereditary tendency.

1, Beaver Hall Terrace,
Nov. 16, 1872,

THE THERAPEUTIC VALUE OF ALCOHOL.

BY DR. W. E. BESSEY.-(COnfinuel.)

Dr. Ainstie calls alcohol an aniesthetic such as
chloroform or ether, adding, that it is an acrid nar-
cotic poison. Now, what is the effect of anSsthetics
when freely used ? Dr. F. H. Hamilton, inspector-

general of the U. S. army, during the late war, thus
wrote (1865): " Anæsthetics produce certain effects
upon the system, which tend to prevent union by
the first intention, and, consequently, they must be
regarded as indirectly promoting suppuration, pyæ-
mia, secondary hemorrhage, erysipelas, and hospital
gangrene. We are coipelled to say that-our success
in capital operations, especially in primary thigh
amputations, has not been as good since we began to
use these agents as, it was before." Therefore,
if alcohol is what Dr. Ainstie clainis for it, then it
must, from its extensive use, promote a vast amount
of diseased action in the systeni.

Dr. Markham, in the British ifedical Jour nal
(1861), thus accounts for the, erroneous opinions of
the day. "I Medical men hadbeen stimulated to the
modern extensive use of alcoholic drinks in-disease,
and in health, by chemical theories. That these
chemical theories upon which they founded their
practice have at length been found untenable, and,
especially, that we have now at length come upon
another chemical theory, which indicates that it is, to
all intents, a foreign agent which the body gets rid of
as soon as it eau ; that it is, in fact, something like
chloroform, ether, &c., (Chambers, Ainstie,) agents
frauglit with blessings to humanity, but yet admitted
to rather tend to poison than to feed the body of man.
Alcohol is not a supporter of combustion. It does
fnot prevent the wear and tear of the tissue. Part
and probably the whole ofit escapes from the body,
and none of it, so far as we know, is assimilated or

serves'for the purpose.of nutrition. It is, therefoie,
not a food in the eyes of science."

Dr. Budd, .F.R.S., in his lecture on functional
disorders of the stomach, thus speaks of gastric irri-
tation, one of the morbid conditions present in gastric
fever (MIfedicacl Times) : " The most effectuai
remedies are, (1) sedatives, and other means which
lessen the irritation from which the gastric disorder
springs; (2) alkalies and astringents. The diet should
consist chiefly of milk and'farinaceous food, and little
should be eaten at a time. Alcoholic drinks and
all stimulating articles of food seldom fail to aggra-
vate the disorder, and should be strictly forbidden."

The recommendation of alcoholic beverages as re-
medies is the common practice in Montreal, and the
stimulatingplan or the administration of alcoholics, as
wine, brandy, whiskey, gin or ales, is the practice in
vogue in the Montreal General Hospital, in which in-
stitution according to the last (corrected) annual report
the mortality rate, in typhoid fever, out of a total of 49
cases was 8-or 16-3 per cent. less than that of the
European Hospitals generally, where the average
mortality rate, in this disease, is about one in 5.4 or
18.53.-(Murchison,) to one in 6-or 20 per cent
(Aitken, Harley,) but greater than under the non-
stimulating plan, -as pursued in Glasgow hospitals,
where it has fallen from 17 to 10 per cent.-
(Gairdner.)

Some allowance, however, must always be made for
variable hygienie conditions, and in this instance
for the lack of perfect sanitary arrangements-in the
present Hospital buildings,,and·also for the uncertain
ages of the 49 patients referred to in the report, the
mortality rate among old persons being always nuch

greater than among the young, amounting in some
cases to 60 per cent.-(Murchison.) The general
mortality rate of the Hospital for the year was 9-38,
which, owing to the epedimic of confluent sinall pox
which prevailed in the city last winter, was unusually
large.

Hartshorne gives 1 in 20, as the probable deatli
rate in this disease. My own opinion is that under
favorable hygienie conditions the mortality rate'
in this disease should not be more than 5 per cent.

But then the stimulating plan is frequently adopt-
ed in other diseases in private -practice. I have
had two illustrations of this in children this summer.
In one case a child had been weaned for several
months on account of the mother's inability to con-
tinue nursing. At first, as was natural, the child
declined in appetite and refused its food.- A
medical gentleman was consulted, and recom-
mended the mother to give the child brandy with
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milk, which the mother did.- The child did not The London Lancet, looking upon the subject
flourish, but remained delicate, emaciated, and from both a scientific and humanitarian point of
suffered greatly from irritability of the stomach and view, says: " Thereis no doubt as to the erroncous
bowels. On being consulted I advised, a discon- influence which as a.profession we have had in creating
tinuance of the brandy, and to give the child plenty the public opinion thatexists as to the use of beer,wine
of hot milk, with barley broth and simple 'broken and spirits." " A very great amount of good would
cracker. In a few days the irritation hadi passed be' done if medical practitioners never prescribed
away, and the child was beginning to improve. alcoholic stimulants without indicating a certain
Another case occursto.my mmind, while writing. I quantity, and erring on the side of muoderation."
saw a child a few weeks since, aged sixteen months, 4Not only should there be precision of language
that fhad been suffering from summer diarrhoea; in prescribing stimulants, but we should seriously
another' medical gentleman had been consulted wbo ask ourselves, in every case, whether it is necessary
recommended _plenty of port ivine or brandy to give the sanction of our special prescription to
with Martin's Cardinal Food. The mother did as them. Unquestionably there are many diseases in
directed; the child continued bad, in fact grew which they need form no part of our treatment.
worse. She consulted another, who recommended "Then there is need of courage in medical men to
ale with milk diet, and gave mist creta co. This be candid andfrn in positively discouraqing tbe
treatment also failed, and the parents, expecting use of alcohol, or of the popular forns of it in many
to loose the child, who was now mucl emaciated, cases. It is lamentable to sec young men loosing
with violent dysenterie symptoms present, asked me their appetites, and getting short-winded, and
to see it when passing. I recommended total ab- prematurely corpulent under the notion that bitte.
setinence fron alcoholics, and to give it plenty beer is a real tonic, or to behold a lady relieve ber
of bot milk only as diet, with a three grain pow- various pains with sips of hot gin or brandy.
der of hyd. c. oreta every twelve hours for first
day or two. This child recovered in five days Chambers, Lallemandand others, te vitiate the secretions,
from the dysenterie symptoms, and is since doing te Impoverish the blood by altering the character etheZDred cerpuscles arresting their development, and increasing
well; te my mind in these cases the alcohol pre- tle ratio of leucocytes, or white cerpuscles, (bioplasts of
scribed proved a cause of irritation, and interfered Bet.le,) from the normal proportion of 1-50of red corpuscles
to a most serious extent with alimentation. te 1-4-which may be regarded as defunctbodies ne longer

Thus, as it appears to me, alcoholics are not only of cenveyiag exygea te the system; less oxygen is
nnecessary as remedies in the treatment of generalmatters are in-

uuneessry s reedis i thetretmet ofgenralcraased, the vital plasma itself looes a portion of its vitality,
diseases, but the advantages claimed froin their use and becomes capable only of developing a lew orler of
are at best questionable, and in the great majority of tisoue, and may evea become s0 altered in character as te
cases their administration can be proven to be p beom an irritant te the circulating and secretiug orgas,
tively pernicious. Even many of the former advo- utterly nfit te promote the healing ef wounds and

injurefi parts.
eates of alcoholie medication are of themselves Or, if we take the 7?ypothesis of Dr. Beale, and consider
abandoning their use in all cases except those, the elementary form of ail tissue, eue or another forn of

of extreme prostration and in nursing mothers- lioplasm, then it is against the vitality ef this elementary

(upon which latter subject I may have structure that alcool directs its influence, ad by lowring
(uponhavesomeits vitality lu just proportion with the degree of its coacen-

thing to say in a future article.) Its therapeutic tration produces in some cases a vital Plasma or Bioplasm
influence lias been amply proven, on the most incapable ef developing a normal structure, and ia other
indubitable authority, to be the opposite of valuable cases an abnornal action or a positive retrogression, or
in affections of the nervous systeni (except, according death, se that the very substructure necessary te the devel-

opinent anii repair ef healtlîy tissue is iiupaired or destroyed,
to Ainstie in neuralgie pains, where cbloric ether is and becomes iu itself the germ ef disease.
preferable), alimentary canal, lungs, blood, liver and M. Kraus ef Vienra, gives as bis experience that sparking
kidneys, and in fact a true bill lias been found wiaes are very injurious. Champagne îot enly increases

against it as an agent calculated not only to aggravate the secretions, but in an extraordiaary mauner the phos-M Cc phates. And the coaduot ef the medîcal men who advise
most diseases but also to create in nany cases its use in caîculous cases, is irraticnal and unju8tijiable.
serions complications, and largely increase the rate of He considers that lately-brewed malt liquors are injurieus,
mortality.* beenuse the fermenting particles penetrate the mucous

membrane and give risc te, a greater or less degree of
The effect of alcoliol when taken into the system bas ebronie catarrh. And English ale is open te the sanie

been proven by the experiments and microscopie observa- objection in consequence of its richaess la alcehol, and the
tions cf Schultzi Virchow, Bocker, Ed. Smith; F.R.S. h T. K. great quatity e carbohi acid it contains.
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Medical men should be explicit in their attempts to

dispel these delusions."
Some time since I was much struek with the force

of the following sentiments uttered in my hearing,
by a lady in good society in this city. She said

"l If Doctors knew the terrible amount of harm they
are doing by ordering their patients, especially ladies,
to take beer, wine and spirits, causing, many to
become fond of it, and to become addicted to habits
of tippling, they would hesitate before prescribing it."

That such a result has frequently followed its habi-

tual use as a medicine, 1 am convinced, and I should

be glad to see it discarded, and a class of remedies

resorted to which could not prove worse or more fatal

to the patient and to society than the disease itself.

I have known numerous cases in proof of this;
and three lamentable instances in my own early prac-
tice are vividlyimpressed uponmy recollection-two,
the cases of married women who acquired the habit

of tippling from the use of gin, prescribed medicin-
ally by myself; and the other a young gentleman,
who became a confirned drinker fron the use of

bitter ale and porter, also prescribed medicinally.
Nor amI at all singular in this, for other practition-
ers have made similar observations. This has been
the case in the experience of Dr. Forbes Winslow,
who asserts tliat during twenty years of practice, lie
has seen numerous cases of dipsomania (more par-
ticularly among women) which could only be -traced
to the injudicious use of stimulants, given in the
first instance medicinally. He also dissents most
strenuously from the stimulating theory of the
late Dr. Todd, which like that of Mr. Skey, was
based upon the assumption that all disease in one
stage or another botokens debility, and that nearly
all illnesses are preceded by, and, on critical enquiry,
may be traced back to some depressing cause, some
draugit upon the bodily or mental health, which
lowers the vital powers, and which in course of time,
it may be days or weeks, may develop itself into
an attack of illness of any form, and the large
majority of which attacks are characterised by a
weak pulse. " For this condition of (supposed)
real weakness, says Mr. Skey, I prescribe wine as a
prominent remedy, to be administered at intervals,
more or less long, according to the necessities of the
case." Now the abôve assumption itself any intel-
ligent Physician-must admit is pure empiricisin, and
the resulting theory incorrect; while the attempt to
remove what Mr. Skey is pleased to assume to be
C4real weakness," by a a depressing agent," (which
alcohol has been amply provea to be) is certainly a

IÍo5

too many really debilitated patients have experienced
to their cost. Dr. Winslow also makes another
important statement in point, when he remarks that
"lhe had heard one of the most distinguished mem-
bers of the Profession say after the death of Dr.
Todd, that he ivas personally acquainted with many
families who cursed the day that Dr. Todd entered
the house" insinuating that chronic intemperance
had been engendered by his too free administration of
stimulants in disease. Dr. Wilks, of Guy's Hospital,
condemns Mr. Skey's laudations of alcohol, and be-
lieves the teachings and treatment of the late Dr.
Todd to have been " most pernicious " while he
entirely dissents from the views entertained by the
late Dr. Todd, Mr. Skey, and others who think
with them, as to the necessity of stimulants in fever;
and states that in bis own wards in Guy's Hospital
lie treats fever vithout stimilants and with the best
results. Dr. Wilks, in support of bis action in
signing the manifesto alluded to in the begianing of
this article, instances the treatment of Bronchitis,
especially, with stimulants, as an error which kills
?iany patients, and deliberately reiterates as bis
opinion, that if alcohol is ever prescribed it should
be with the saine care and judgment as any
other drug, such as iron, or quinine, and lie might
have added opium or arsenic, aconite or canabis
indica. The truth is, that the more one chooses
to enquire into the subject, the more palpable
does it appen:e how erroneous is the presumed
therapeutic value, and how false the estimate usually
set upon alcohol as a medicinal agent. Many still
prejudiced in favour of the utility of alcohol as a
medicine, have been constrained, frein clinical obser-
vation, to condemnn without hesitation or qualia-
tion the practice proposed by Brown, of the last
century, and introduced by the late Dr. Todd, of
giving alcoholics in ail diseased conditions, including
acute diseases; while as to his (Dr. Todd's) alleged
success in fever cases, it is well known, that the Physi-
cian to whvom lie entrusted the analysis of bis Hospital
Reports asserts [sec British Medical Journal, Decem-
ber 9th, 1865] that the mortality from fever in the
hospital attended by Dr. Todd was mnuch greater than
·that of any other fevier Ilospital in Great Britain.
Notwithstanding the accumulating evidence against
the theory of stimnulism, so-called, it is not a little
surprising with what tenacity many still cling to it,
and this too in the face of the most uncontrovertible
evidence, as elicited froi an examination of Hospital
Statisties, as in the case of the London Hospital, and
in the observations made by Drs., Gardner and

most fallacious and delusive theory of practice, which [Russell, in the Glasgow Hospital, shewing that even.
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the worst form of typhus may be successfully treated ments witl it by others contradiet, as 1 have before
without it, and with a greatly reduced mortality rate. stated. IIf, on the contrary the dose las been
Dr. Hartshorne's observations upon this point are immoderate, or administered at a time when it
well worthy of reprodtion here, Speaking of was not required, the pulse waves give a precisely
stimulismn, as the theory and practice of Dr Todd, opposite indication, tlat, nameiy, which proves that
and now followed by too many others, he says: arterial relaxation bas occurred and simultaneously
" It confounds three distinct propositions, 1, with this, the pulse becomes abnormally quick."
That all disease is debility: 2. That all debility This last resuit is that whicli lias been gcnerally
should be treated by the use of stimulants; 3, That obtained vhere tests have been made by othors.
alcobol is always the best stimulant. Granting -wit m To establish the relative success of the alcoeolif or
sorne qualification the first of these, we empbatically non-aicolioli systes of treatment in fever it would
deny the trutli cf the second and third - It is a prac- be very desirable to have the two plans submitted to
tice which, like many other specialisms wilw have its a crucial test in our large lospitals, wen I ar con-
day.p fident as te whic wi l prove te be attended with the

New ail this, and more, nigit be assertcd against greatesthsucces. And I basc my assumption upn the
the alcoholic treatment-Dr. Ainstie te thc contrary faot, that since alcohol bias been prove to increase the
notwithstanding-who even gees se far as te make quantity cf carbonie acid in the blood, and by inter-
the monstrous assertion that Geven a pcrfectly fering with elimination, t cause retention cf effete
sealthy adulit will receive benefit from the use f material, (and it may be , poisonous e rs that would
at ieast an ounce cf alcohol in so e form or other otherwise be cast off) in that fluid, for there lias aiso
daily," wderes tle opinions of the most eminent been noted tihe existence in the blood cf large num-

Nembers cf the profession, and the daily experi- bers cf peculiar transformations cf the liquor plasma
thce alcoholiotrego te show tat perfct henlth can and whit recent Patlhologists believe tobe diseas
best be maintained with none, and wbicli the recent grerms in reaity,-at ail events, effete matter, whichi
experiments f Dr. Parkes geo f ar t sustain. but fer ti action cfic acoi l upon the fiuid would

That it produces serions disturbance cf tpe weile net existot being content parts cf eealty bood-
vescular systei, frequcentiy resulting in disease of the this m ay be undevelped cpi structure; and wile a
beart and blood vessels, ias been ampy prven by temporary stimulant, yet by repeatcd doses, it loses
til observations cf Dr. W. B. i ichardson, support- that effet nd becomes a depressant; therefore, it
ed by the experiments cf Dr. Parkes and Ceunt cannot possibly be otierwise than lurtful in the

enolloweiz; shewing that the prterial system under treatment cf such cases.
acobolie stimulation is like au cagine wrking under Dr. charishorne whle net entirely denounrinen
hig pressure, a d is actually under an excessive alcoholies ia the treatncnt cf Typioid fever, recom-
tension equal te lifting 36 extra tons daiy a heiglit menas Liquor Amznoiîa Acctatis, as a diaphuretie,
of -one foot. Tue inevitable break ocloicn is suie te with liquid food. And says conccraing aicehiolies Il lss
folow. than lLaVfftic cases cf Typ)hoid foyer iolltieh I haive
It is a soinewhats'ign ificant feet te fiuid in alinstances seen hav~e requiredl cdco/ioiic stimnulaztion at any
where alcohol elas been administered as a restorative staye.
iu fever hespitais tmet the ortality rate has always [Rasonin frei Professer Lebmanns conclusions,
been bigi. Notwithstanding thc over-confideut asser- Oxygen Ga or Ozone, may be rankd lrnong the
tien cf Dr. Ainstie (who by thc way is radaer best possible reniedies for lw foris fo disease sucli
singular in this) that "if the dose be moderate and the as fevers, &c., w ere it is pessible te ad tinister, thei.
administration well t.ined (two excellent loop-holeb The former iinay be iven in le fohrnof o en at d
in case of failure) the effeet upon the nervous syste n o is waters-two or three pint botties daily, and the latter
simply ,that of a rstorative stimulant, sensations cf.. nay be inhaled from jars filed with oxygen gas,
fatigue are dispellcd, the mind -workzs mere freeiy, through which an clectrie curreat bias been made te
(dees it?) a heaithy sense cf warntti is diffused pass, and which, therefore, centain electroeytic oxyge
tbrougbeut tic body; (this hie centradiets la bis or ozone. The administration cf these glasses lu iymo-
lecture, before flhc College cf Physiciens, wberc le ito and other disewses depending up theipresence
agrees with Dr. Ringer) and the arterial system fa blood poisn lias long been a favourite idea wit
acquires an increascd tonicity, if it was hiterte me, and I venture te hope that an epportunitity my
deficient lui that qualiity." This lie appeals te the sme day present itscf for gving thcm an cxtendd
Bpiygtgraph cf Mir. Marcy te prove, whici experi- trial. Fer, I beieve witl Snonein that Il tec cxist-
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ence of ozone in the atmosphere, and the prevalence
of most forms of malarious disease .(and also the
cholera poison) bear an inverse ratio to each other;
and that this will be found to be the case both as
respects point of time and locality.

Electricity, in mild currents at first, carefully
increased to suit the susceptibilities of the patient,
will be found to be an admirable soothing agent in
the low, muttering delirium, headache, and nervous
excitability of patients endowed with a highly deli-
cate and sensitive organization.

Spongings with Acetie Acid, especially over the
head, spinal region, and'great trunks of nerves, possess
a singular efficacy in this disease, which hitherto bas
been unexplained.

Alcohol may be necessary to the Pharmaceutist,
and indeed is, for there is no menstruum which can
well supply its place, although extreme men have
gone so far as to propose a substitution of aqueous
solutions for tinctures, and emulsions for solutions of
gums in spirits. Dr. Attfield, London, advocates
the substitution of Aqucous Solutions for tinctures in
several instances. I hold, however, that alcohol, in the
form of alcoholic beverages, should never be pre-
scribed where they can be substituted by other less
dangeroûs and more effective remedies, because of
the seductivé and dangerous character which attaches
to them. This iule I observe in practice.

The various kinds of alcoholie beverages in use at
present, occasions each its own peculiar appearance of
the skin. Thus, brandy flushes the face; beer induces
a livid hue; rum reddens the nose; gin produces pale-
ness; whiskey-which is only alcohol and water-
does neither ; and the wines act differently: soine
causing redness of face and papular eruptions on skin.
others causing paleness, and some, the liglit wines,
doing neither. All this may be explained by the
nature of their combinations. Brandy, for instance,
is spiced with aromatics, which being stimulant, cause
redness of surface, in expulsion. Gin is medicated
with diuretics, and are carried off by the kidneys, and
drawing away from circulation of skie cause paleness.
The various kinds of malt liquors occasion at first a
dark flush of crimson, becoming finally livid, and
eventually inducing a general puffy or dropsical con-
dition. And all this, some would have us believe,
promotes health, and is conducive to longevity, a
connection which is difficult to appreciate.

There are, however, good offices which alcohol is
capable of performing as a therapeutie agent, destrue-
tive- as it undoubtedly is as a toxicant: when
carefully restrieted within the limits of its stimu-
lating action, and wlien administered only in cases

where there is no acute, organic, or wasting disease
present to contra-indicate it, and where the system-i
mav be considered capable of taking care of itself
when once aroused into action. It is possessed of
three distinct degrees of action, according to the
strengtli and frequency of the dose, -(it being a
cumulative poison) and the degree of susceptibility
of the patient. Thus it is (1) a stimulant, (2) an
anæsthetic (3) a narcotic.

As a stimulant, alcohol must be ranked with
Opium and Haschish or Cannabis Indica; drugs
which are capable of producing mental excitement.
When a dose is administered by way of experiment
it is found to disturb the mind, in 'five to seven
minutes; in ten to fifteen minutes there is hilarity of
spirits and talkativeness, which may continue for
twenty minutes, when it is gradually succeeded by
a dreaminess, which passes gradually into drowsiness
and stupor if the dose bas been large, or into
returning consciousness and clearness of intellect if
the dose bas been limited. In consequence of its
varying influence and the rapidity with which one
condition passes into another or that succeeding, it
is vastly inferior as a stimulant to ammonia, either
in the form of carbonate, muriate, aromatic spirits or
the liqr. ammon. acet.-all of which act as pure
stimulants, and unattended with any sedative,
treacherous intoxicant, or dangerous narcotic action;
while as an anesthetic or pain destroyer, it is inferior
to chloroform.

A spirituous liquor lias been prepared from tea or
theine, which is called Robur, a Latin.term denoting
strength. It is claimed for this spirit that in
possesses all the stimulating qualities of ardent
spirits, without the after depressing or anaesthetie
and narcotie properties. Shquld this prove to be the
case it will be a God-send for the advocates of
spirits, although it niay not prove all that it is
claimed to be, and even so, a worse evil may attach to
its use, as in the case of Absinthia.

It is quite clear however that, in order that alcohol
may be rationally prescribed, (when its use has been
decided upon) it is absolutely necessary that certain
conditions should be observed. First, the nature and
percentage of alcohol contained in the beverage (or
mixture) must be known, which at present is rarely
the case, and it must aiso be known to be free
from adulteration ;* 2nd, the exact condition of the

The strength of alcoholie beverages, or the percentage
of alcohol which they contain, may be determined in four
ways. First, by the use of Sikes' Eydroneter, which, for test-
ing the strength of alcoholie llguids, is graduated to indicate
the number of parts of pure alcohol in, a hundred parts of
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patient at the time of administration, as well as the have been taking wine, beer (ale or porter) or spirits
time and mode of giving it, with all the proper for years to strengthen then, and still tbey are as
tests should be reduced to a system or science as is feeble as ever. The remedy in such cases is discon-
the case with the administration of other drugs, else tinuance of stimulants, and substitution of wholesome
the prescription is mere empiricisn; and, where plain food, at proper times, and regular intervals.
it forms part of a plan of Hospital treatment, a They have been given during convalescence to pro-
careful and comprebensive set of observations should mote recovery, with what benefit multitudes who have
be made with regard to its administration in various watched the recovery of patients with and without
classes and conditions of disease, to shew the bene- them can testify. These recover only so rapidly as the
ficial results, if any, obtained froi the practice in the food which they eat is assimilated or appropriated,
way of more perfect recoveries and lessened mortality, and this is never improved by alcoholic stimulants.
or the opposite ; else the whole system of alcoholic Besides, there is no class of remedies so much misused
medication is a tissue of fallacy, and based upon as are alcoholic stimulants, which have been made by
suppositions and deceptive theories which have not many almost a qiniversal panacea. In concluding-
their demonstration in fact, and are, therefore, mire I repeat, that in ne disense bas their use been more
and quicksands to those who put dependence in abused than in fever. it is true that there are con-
them. ditions in typhus fever, and frequontly in typhoid

Alcohol used externally to fresh wounds, cuts and foyer, where a stimulant becomes nocessary, but in

amputations, affords a valuable dressing by its power such cases, in my opinion, the proparatiens cf am-
of solidifying the albuminous tissues, thus forming monia are more safe and certain, and mach easier
a superficial covering better than collodion. It controlled. Besides they do uot interfere with the
may be useful also in cases of temporary pros- absorption cf nilk or other nutritious aliment. In
tration, where there is no actual wasting disease, short, there can bo ne doubt that.alcohol is contra
and in great and sudden prostration from severe -indicated in ail diseases dependent upon the pro-
mechanical injuries, and in syncopefronm sudden loss sence cf a lood poison for their cause, and which
of blood, (as after some operations, in uterine hem- are invariably cf a depressing character, as in typhus
orhage, &c,,) fright, or from a sudden violent effort, and typhoid, the esathems, erysipelas, &., &c.
but a continuance of the remedy would invariably pro- Tiese diseuses roquire an eliminitive and supperting
duce increased -weakness. If given during the chills or restorative plan cf treatment, cf which alcohol
of ague, they only increase the reaction or fever, and cannet frcm its nature form a part.
in diarhoea or dysentery, if they do not at once relieve, In prcparing the presont article, I have kept a two-
they are sure to aggravate by increasing the irrita. fold objeot in view, namely, whiie advocating my own
tion in the gastrie or intestinal mucous membrane- opinions te reproduce the views and observations of
Dr. Paris (author of Dieteties) says: ' their habit- others who vicw the subjeot in the sane light.
ual use induces more than half of all our chronic I have thus inquired at saine length into the most
diseases." They are often taken for weakness to give important conditions under which alcohol is adnin-
stronth, and many feoble persons, especiaay ladies ed and I ati unabl te arrive at any other con-

clusions than that alcolid stimunts, in noist
liquid. Absolute alcohol beina n 100, and water 0. This is

CI ~ ~ uc cases, ni my opeiion, thue repraiodsnsfabl-

fb s tost convenient plan; or by Beaués, or the Pharma-imen
ceutical Ilydronieter, Niili indicate at the sanie trne, h but on the contrary, are most deceptive and illusory
specifl gravity anc percentage cf alcoliol by wcight ut a adjindctsto the ordinary treatpent of disease.
texperature 'of 150 c., or 600 fM. Second, by the spo- The t e is comin whon the alcoholie,adicatin
rzaaeter of M. Gresrer, i ofn, whica indicades the amount yf pus

cohol by the tension cf vapnur dt a certain temperaturee e

(1730) frn the fluid containing alcobol, forcing up a colur and most indefensibe medical errors cf anthe past.
of mercury. Third, Dr. Pirkes' inethod by the process of EDITOR. MEOAL R.Econo.-rDearr Sir, -ptSince
evaporatioùà and the use cf a urinomneter. 1ourth, by the writin- the article now being published nyour peri-
alcohofometer, as used by lre.a l y, the st oati ng cf o

The percentage being scertained it is easy t calculte o t s

the dose cf absolute alcohol administered by the me cf report cf the Mentreal General Hosputalb, gjving the
tbree as folovs. A bottle cf sherry, 3 half piats, contaiaiIg death rate in Typhoid Fever as 28 eut cf 69 cases, or
24 oz.s cf a stength cf free 15 teo 25 per cent. Say 20 Per 4058 per cent, I have been iformed by Dr. Howard
cent. Then as 100: 20:: 24 4.80 oz. cf absolute alcohol being 10,t t ahn water o. Tii

ia 24 yd. Now in each wincglass t2 o this woud givc cretat that tim i tthet tune ort os 4e,
.40 cf an oz. of absolute alcohol ad binistered in eatc wiae-
glass of such wne. And se with ther beverages. net 28 eut cf 69, as appears in the report. A
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result, by the way, which does not accord with the
experience of other Hospitals where the stimulating
plan is pursued, and which does not affect in the
slightest my opinion of this plan of tréatment, inas-
much as it gives 8 deaths out of 49 cases, or 16.3
per cent. which leaves a margin of 6 per cent, in
favor of the non-stimulating plan as pursued in the
Glasgow Hospitals. I am glad to be informed that
owing to the last portion of my article having been
unavoidably held over, it is possible to correct the
original text. This you will oblige me by having
done in accordance with the data furnished.

By doing this, you will greatly oblige,
Yours, &c.,

W. E. BESSEY, M.D.

P.S.-Dr. Howard, in a recent letter to the Witnessi
gives the nuinber of admissions for Typhoid Fever
during the 10 years immediately preceding 1871-72 as
385, and the number of deaths as 36, giving a mor-
tality rate of 9-35 per cent. This result is so excep.
tionally favorable for the Alcoholie plan of treatment
in Typhoid Fever that I venture to affirm that if the
two systems of treatment be subjected to a crucial
test in the same Hospital, on patients of the same
class, and under the same conditions, alcoholics being
administered tosone lot, and ammznonia as a stimulant
to others, with milk diet, it will be found that the
alcoholies have sadly suffered by the comparison.

To the EVditor of the CANADA MEOICAL R ECOBD:

Sn,~-Although a young practitioner I have been
a member of' the Medico-Chirurgical Society for
some time. Medical Societies are the source of a
great deal of benefit both to old and young members
of our profession, but I am afraid such is not the
case -with us. Some members are too fond of epito.
mising articles from standard authors and delivering
their renarks as though they were addressing a body
of illiterate men, mucli in the same way as a pro-
fessor addresses freshmen.

Several times have I gone home and turned up
Reynolds' system of Medicine, Flolmes' Surgery,
&c., and discovered the fountain-head of a long ad-
dress, delivered as if it had been based on past ex-
perience. Such members ought to know that our
Society is not composed of ignorant men, and that
the meetings are not attended merely with the view
of listening to recitals of eminent men's opinions by
the lesser liglhts of Montreal.

The young Medical men of this city are essenti-

ally a reading class, and- are quite conversant with
most of the standard authors; and the icetings are
supposed to be attended with the view of listening
to each other's experience and profiting thereby.

I hope, Sir, such member,s may sec the folly of
their ways, and in future not bore men with matter
with which they are already conversant.

Another thing also that strikes me as being rather
odd, is the publication of operations in the daily
papers. I remember once a Medical student, par-
tially connected with the Press, was severely repri-
manded for having inserted two operations of an
eminent practitioner, but unconnected with any
School. One was an excision of a portion of the
clavicle, and the other was a shoulder amputation.

All is now changed, and the rule is to puif as much
as possible. Lately there wcre puffs in two seperate
columns of a morning paper.

It is also very qtrange the two Medical Journals
cannot report things alike. In reading the report
of the last meeting in the " Canada Medical and
Surgical Journal," one would almost believe the
tumour had been excised, instead of only half; and
the remarks of one or two appear twisted and turned
into laudation of a dangerous operation, for the per-
formance of which there was hardly an excuse.

The fact is, Sir, there is not sufficient independ-
ence among individual members of our Soeiety, and
too much of the mutual admiration element; and
juveniles like myself are expected to look on admir-
ingly.

I remain, Dear Sir,
PIOGENES, JuýN.

THE SYNTHESIS OF ACUTE RHEUMATISM.

BY DR. BALTIUZAR W. FOSTER, PROFESSOR OF MEDICINE IN
QUEEN'S COLLEGE, AND PHYSICIAN TO TUE GENERAL

HOSPITAL, BIRMINGHAM.

[The facts recorded in the following paper, when
added to the arguments which bave been adduced
by Prout, Richardson, and other writers, will streng-
then considerably the evidence which points to lactie
acid as the poison of acute rheumatisn.]

In the British Mfedicd Journal of February
25th, 1871,J read with much interest an account of
Dr. Cantani's observations on the lactie acid treat-
ment of diabetes. At that time, I was engaged in
completing an inquiry into the effects of different
drugs on the sugar-excretion in diabetes. I deter-
mined to add one more drug to my list, and to com-
plete my research by observing the effects of lactic
acid.

A man (Wright) who had just come into t'h

109.
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General Hospital under my care, suffering from
diabetes, offered me the opportunity. His age was
31, and lie had been ill some four months before his
admission. By trade lie was an iron caster, and up
to this attack of illness he had been a healthy man,
and had never suffered froin rheumatism. He was
married, and had several strong, healthy children.
On a mixed diet, lie passed during the first week of
his stay in hospital an average of 180 ounces of
-urine daily, containing 49 grains of sugar in the
-unces. On a strictly animal diet, continued two
weeks, the sugar fell to an average of 36 grains an
ounce, and the urine passed to an average of 116
ounce daily. The skin was dry and branny. The
sugar excretion remained pretty stationary on strict
diet, but lung-synptoms began to aanifets them-
selves, and steadily increased.

.On March 8th, I ordered the patient fifteen-
minin doses of lactie acid dissolved in an ounce of
water four times. The dose was doubled the next
morning, and in the afternoon lie complained of
acute pains in his joints, and flying pains about his
limbs. In the evening, as these pains had increased,
tie medicine was discontinued by order of the
resident medical assistant.

On March 10th, no lactie acid mixture was taken,
and the pains gradually ceased.

On March 11th, I saw the case; and regarding
the occurrence of the joint-pains as a more coinci-
dence, repeated the lactie acid in fifteen-minim doses
three times a day. On the evening of the 12ti, he
again feit'pains in his joints; and on the morning of
the 13th, " the smali joints of the fingers of both
hands, the wrists, and, in a less degree, the elbows,"
were noted by the resident medical assistant Mr. E.
A. Elkington, to have become " red, swollen, and
painful." On my visit I was nuch struck by the
appearance of these joints, which were typical speci-
mens of acute rheumatic arthritis. In the evening,
both wrists, the -small joints of the fingers, and the
elbows were all red, hot, swollen, tender, and painful.
The ieart.sounds were clear. The temperature in
the morning was 100; in tie evening 101 r. He
liad moderate perspiration. Pulse 90, soft and full.
The joints were wrapped in cotton-wool, and the
lactic acid was discontinued.

On March 14th, in the morning, there was a
decided improvement in all the joints; the swelling
had much diminished, but heat and pain were stili
present. Temperature 100 ; pulse 84. In the evening,
all the small joints of the fingers were muci better.
The wrists were still affected, and lie complained of
a good deal of pain in the knees, which had hitherto
escaped. The heart-sounds were clear. Pulse 90.
Teniperature 190.8.

On March 15th, the joints wcre better. The
temperature in the morning was 98-6; in the even-
ing, 99-4.

On March 16th, he said that his arms were quite
well; his legs nearly so. He had slept much better.

On March 17th, all pains in the joints were gone.
Tenperature 98-2. Pulse 72.

During the next twèlve days, no lactic acid was
administered. The case was put clearly to the man,

and, as he bad feltbenefit from the acid mixture and
had passed less urine during its use, lie elected to
run the risk of acute rheumatism. Accordingly, on
March 29th, I prescribed seventy-five mimins of
lactic acid dissolved in twenty ounces of water. This
was to be taken as a drink in the course of twenty-
four hours. During -the next five days, no rheumatic
symptoms appeared. - The pulse rose twelve beats
on and after the third day; the temperature,
which had been previously elevated by the long comn-
plications, showed no marked change, but on the
fourth and fifth days remained steadily at 990,
instead of varying as it had donc for some time
previously. On the morning of the sixth day
(April 4th), lie complained of having had a bad
nigit from joint-pains, which had disturbed him
very much, and which came on suddenly after mid-
night. On examination, the matcarpo-phalangeal
and first phalangeal articulations of the first and
second fingers of each hand ivere found to be red,
swollen, hot, and painful; tle slightest movement
aggravated the pain, and he could not on this account
pick up anything with his fingers. The pulse was
102. The temperature, which on the previous even-
ing had been 98-2, lad risen to 99-4. The heart-
sounds were clear. The acid mixture was stopped,
and .in the evening the pain in the knuckles was less,
and the redness had diminished; they were, however,
still stiff. No other joints were affected. Tempe-
rature 99.2.

April 5th. His hands were much better, and of
his own accord, lie resumed his lactic acid drink,
and took about thirty minimus of acid in the course
of the forenoon. In the evening the pains had
returned in the knuckles, which were swollen, red,
and tender. He discontinued the acid, had a fair
night, and on the morning of the 6th, found his
hands frec froin pain. Ie again resumed the lactic
acid, and took up to 4 p.m. the remainder of the
bottle, containing about forty-five minis of acid.
In the evening at 9 p.m., the pain and swelling had
returned in his knuckies, and his left wrist was also
affected. He now gave up the acid for two days,
and the joints-symntonis gradually disappeared.

Tie acid drink was resume on the 9th, and con-
tinued to the 13th, but he only took about thirty-
five minims of acid a day. fe experienced no
inconvenience except flying pains about his joints, till
the night of April 13ti, wien he was disturbed by
severe pain in the rigit wrist, which was found in
the morning to be red, swollen, painful, and hot, and
was a typical specimen of rhumatic joint. Pulse 98,
full and soft. There was copious perspiration, of
acid reaction. The heart-sounds were clear. The
clbows and knecs became painful and stiff the next
day. The joints were all wrapped in cotton-wool as
before; and in the course of four days nothiuig
remained except a little stiffness in the rigit wrist.
After a week's interval, the acid wa's again taken,
with like results.

The man now had gained so much experience as
to the first indications of a coming attack in his
joints, that lie was allowed discretionary power as to
the time and manner of taking the mixture. 'By
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trying it first in small doses, so as not to take more
than twent-y minims of acid a day, and stopping it
for a day or so whenever the joints threatened, lie
managed to continue the acid for some weeks.
Gradualy lie increased the dose, as advised, and
early in June was able to take from forty to fifty
minims daily. During this month, he had two sharp
attacks of rheumatism*in the hands and wrists. By
the end of June lie was taking seventy-five minims
of acid daily; and on July 6th, this wasincreased to
100 minims. On the 7th, lie began to experience
considerable pain and stiffness in lis joints, and-kept
bis bed (he had been up daily previously) on account
of the pain eaused by walking. On the 8th, these
symptons were worse, and in the evening bis wrists
and elbows were very stiff and painful, but the knees
were less so. The temperature had risen to 100-6.
The acid was stopped. On the next morning hewas
better. Temperature 99. The joints were less pain-
ful and stiff; there was no redness and no swelling.
On the 10th, le again took the acid, his joints
feeling inuch better, and the temperature being only
98.4. In the course of the day, be took 100
minims of the acid; and by the evening the pains
lad returned in bis wrists, elbows and knees. Teni-
perature 100-6; pulse 100, full and soft; skin moist
and perspiring. On the morning of the 11 th, his
right wrist was red, and swollen ; the left less so.
The knuckles of his right hand were also red, swollen
and painful. Ls left knee was red, swollen and
very painful and tender. He complained also of
pain in the left side, but the heart-sounds were found
to be clear ; pulse 88 ; skin still moist. The mixture
which had been stopped on the previous night, was
discontinued till July 17tb, by which date all the
rheumatic symptois had subsided. After this the
man only remained in hospital seventeen days.
During. this period, he, of his own desire, resumcd
the acid drink, and on one occasion took as much as
125 grains of acid in the course of twenty-four
hours. During the last fortnight of his stay in lios-
pital, le had no severe pains in lbis joints, and
wlencver flying pains warned hin, be discontinued
the medicine for a day.

Wbile the above case was under mîy care in the
hospital, it so happened that another diabetic patient
of mine, in visiting the wards, met Wright and com-
pared notes with him. Frion him le beard sncb a
favourable report of the acid treatment, that le
requested me to order him the same medicine if I
thought it suitable. I did so. A drink consisting
of seventy-five minims of lactic acid in a pint of
water was prescribed. Of this le took daily as
much as contained thirty to fifty minims of acid; and
on the fourth day le came to ne complaining of a
sharp pain in bis right knee, which rendered the
joint stiff, and made walking very painful. He also
meutioned that be lad less severe pains in bis other
joints, and expressed bis opinion that he had caugbt
a cold, which had produced rheumatisin, a disease
froi Which lie had never before suffered. There
was no swelling or redness of t'h knee or otler joints.
lis skin, which bad hitherto been harsh and dry,
iwas soft and moist, The acid mixture was discon-

tinued, and in two days the pains had entirely ceased.
During the next month, he made several attempts to
take the acid mixture, but it was always followed
in a day or two by pains in the joints. Early in
May, lie managed to take the mixture for a week,.
and then was laid up with such severe joint-pains,
that I was called to visit him, and found him in bed
with pains in his elbows, shoulders, ankles, and knees,
and, as be said, all over him. None of the joints
were swollen except the right knee, which was fainly
red, decidedly swollen, and very tender and painful.
The other joints were simply stiff and painful on
movenent. The skin was freely perspiring. Pulse
96, full and soft. The acid, mixture was stopped,
the joints were wrapped in cotton-wool, and alkalies
administered. In the course of a week, ai thc symp-
toms had disappeared, and the patient was able te
walk about, and resume bis ordinary habits. This
patient had never passed more than twenty-four
grains of sugar an ounce while under observation.
The excretion was generally not over fifteen grains
an ounce.

Remarks.-The above record contains anu account
of the joint-symptoms which were observed in two
cases to follow the administration of lactic acid. In
the • first case, at least six well marked arthritic
attacks occurred; in the second case, under conditions
less favourable for observation as to duration of
treatment and place, one well marked attack occurred.
The phenomena corresponded in all respects to those
which are characteristic of acute articular rheuma-
tism. Tley came on when the acid was taken,
and ceased when it was discontinued. When
moderate quantities of the acid were tolerat-
ed, an increase in the dose was succeeded by
the painful inflammation of the joints. Coinciding
with the development of the articular affection was
the appearance of perspiration, at first only slight,
but afterwards, in the more severe attacks, copious
and acid.

These facts have dispelled the last lingering doubt
in my mind as to the truth of the lactie acid theory
of rheumatism. At first I doubted the connection
between the administration of the acid and the pro-
duction of the rheumatic phenomena. In my scep-
ticisn, I regarded it as an accidental combination.
The recurrence of the joint-symptoms, however, on
March 13th. following distinctly on the repetition of
the lactic acid mixture, shook my disbelief. The
coincidence of joint attacks with the use of the drug
miglit occur once, and I thought even a second
time; but, when I found it occur over and over again,
there was no room left for the hypothesis of coinci-
dence. To refer Wrioht's attacks to a series of
accidental combinations requires, in my opinion, a
much livelier faith than to accept the lactic acid
theory of acute rheumatisn. If to some Wright's
case presents not evidence enough in the beautifully
typical character of the artificially produced disease,
and in the precision with which it could be manufac-
tured at the will ofthe experimenter, then the second
case comles into refute any explanation founded on
the assumption of an idiosyncrasy on the part of one
patient.

1:1.
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In health, no doubt, much larger quantities of
lactie acid than any given in my cases would be
excreted without producing any perceptible distur-
bance in the bodily functions. The acid would
escape by the skin, the kidneys, or, after oxidation,
as carbonic acid and water. Itù-cannot be justly
argued that the quantities of acid taken by my
patients were too small not to have escaped in this
-way. The conditions under which the drug was
given must be borne in mind. In diabetes we have
a state of suboxidation very unfavourable to the
conversion by oxidation of new compounds; and in
Wright's case this was aggravated by the serions
pulmonary complications. Associated with these,
there was a dry and branny state of the skin highly
unfavourable to the elimination of the lactic acid by
one of the common channels. Ixstly, the well known
persistent acidity of the urine in diabetes points to a
pre-existing hyperacidity of the fluids. These con-
siderations are, I think, important, as 'defining the
'conditions under which the experiments were made-
conditions most favourable to the development of the
specifie effects of the lactic acid. It was the combi-
nation of all these which rendered Wright so
susceptible to the action of the drug. By the absence
of one of them (the lung-complication), and the
minor degree of glycosuria, we may probably explain
the slighter susceptibility in the second case. The
larger doses of acid which Wright was able to take
eccasionally, towards the close of bis stay in the
hospital, find an explanation partly in bis more care-
ful management of the remedy, partly in an acquired
toleration of it, and partly in the great improvement
which occurred under treatment in th estate of the
respiratory organs and in the sugar-excretion.

I refrain for the present froin discussing the
bearings of my observations on the therapeutics of
rheumatism. The effects of the lactic acid on the
-excretion of sugar will be considered, with other
modes of treatment, in a future paper. In this
,communication, my object has been to lay before the
profession facts which have an important bearing on
the origin of a common and serious malady. If, by:
pointing out the nature of the poison of acute rheu-
matism, they help in the smallest degree to improve
therapeutics, they will not have been observed in vain
-British Midical Journal.

ON NERVOUS OR SICK-HEADACHES.

By Dr. P. W. LATHAM, Physician to Addenbrooke's
Hospital, Cambridge.

{-The pathology of nervous or sick-headache is a
defective supply of blood to some portion of brain,
owing to contraction of one of the cerebral arteries,
probably the middle cerebral. There is generally
loss of tone of the cerebro-spinal system, from over-
-work, anxiety, or some similar cause. The headache
is frequently preceded by a glimmering of some por-
tion of the field ofvision of one eye. If the patient
will lie down this glimmering not unfrequently passes
off or becomes much less intense, and the headache

which would have followed is averted or correspon-
dingly modified.i-

Let us consider separately the remedial measures
to be adopted (1) during the stage of disturbed sen-
sation, (2) during the stage of headache, and (3)
during the intervals between the attacks.

1. During the Stage of Disturbed Sensation. -
In the forms attended with disturbance of vision,
you will find that in the same individual the longer
this stage last, the greater will be the headache; and
therefore we must endeavour to shorten it as much
as possible. If the condition, then, depend upon
deficient supply of blood to a part, such means must
be -adopted as shall assist and increase the flow of
blood to the part; and this can be doue in some
measure by posture and stimulants. Directly the
glimmering appears, the patient should lie down
with the head as low as possible, and if the glimmer-
ing be on the right or left of the vision, lie should lie
on the opposite side. Let him take at once a full-
sized glass of sherry; 1f at hand, half a bottle of
soda water is a useful addition. Champagne would
be preferable, being more-diffsible; but its adminis-
tration would often involve a little delay, and at the
commencement cf an attack it is a great point to
save time. A large tablespoonful of brandy diluted
may, if the patient prefer it, be substituted for the
sherry. If alcoholic stimulants be objected to, or if
it be not advisable to recommend them, then a .tea-
spoonful of sal volatile in water may be prescribed
instead. If the patient be chilly or bis feet cold,
the couch should be drawn before the fire and a hot
bottle applied to the feet. By these means the
heart is enabled to drive the blood with greater force
to the brain, and the duration of the vibratory
movement is thereby materially lessened. After it
bas passed off, the patient sliould lie still for a time,
so that the glimmering may not return. This
injunction will only be necessary when the headache
is slight ; if it be severe, attended with much nausea
or vomiting, the patient will be little disposed or
able to leave the recumbent position. If instead of
the disturbance of vision preceding the headache,
there be a feeling of depression or irritability, fidgets,
&c., the administration of such cerebro-spinal stimu-
lants as henbane, valerian, asafStida, spirit of
chloroform, or ether, will often cut short the attack;
ten or fifteen drops of the tincture of henbane with
the same quantity of spirit of chloroform, will'soothe
the nervous irritability in the slighter forms, and
may be repeated in three or four hours, if necssary.
If there be great mental depression, then valerian or
asafoetida should be tried. Stille says: "Nothing
is more astonishing in the operation of remedies
than the promptness and certainty with which a dose
of valerian or asafotida dispels the gloomy visions
of the hypochondriac, calms the hurry and agitation
of nervovs excitement, allays commencing spasms,
and diffuses a soothing calm over the whole being of
one who but an hour before was a prey to a
thousand morbid sensations and thick-coming'fancies
of danger, wrong, or loss." I give the preference
to valerian, and prescribe from half a drachm to a
drachm of the ammoniated tincture. The assafotida
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may be-given: in the form of the spiritus ammonioe
fotidus: of the Pharnacoeia, also in half drachm or
drachm doses. As- a rule, alcoholie stimulants are
not advisable here. A small quantity will cause
flushing, heaviness, slight confusion, of thought, &c.,
without relieving the depression; and though the
severe headache may be averted, alcoholic stimulants
do not answer so well as the remedies previously
mentioned.

2. During the Stage of Headach.-If the head-
ache be slight and the patient soon able to sit up,
there is little to be done; a cup of coffee or tea,
cheerful conservation, a walk, drive or ride, may
often help to remove the pain. If, however, the
headache, nausea, &c., be severe then the adminis-
tration of further reme-dies is called for. ' The
patient should keep perfectly still and quiet, with
the room darkened ; for every sound or sight 'causes
pain, and the slightest movement is sufficient to
produce gastric uneasiness. Sometimes free evacua-
tion of the contents of the stomach, especially if it con-
tain undigested food, is followed by relief. Dr. Fother-
gill says, " an emetic and some warm water soon wash
off the offendingm atter and romove these disorders,"
which may be very well where there is any offending
matter to wash off, but it is not very often that this is
the case; the nausea frequently continues long after
the contents of the stomach have been discharged; an
inverted action of the duodenum is set up; the bile
appears in the fluids excreted; the patient believes
that all his troubles are due to " its overflow ;" " it's
all liver," he says, and it is sometimes difficult
to persuade him to the contrary. Generally, then,
you should try to relieve and check the vomiting. Iced
soda-water, with or, without two or three drops of
dilute hydrocyanic acid or spirit of chloroform ; cold
tea; the effervescing citrate of potash, with bydrocy-
anie acid, may often afford marked relief. The
headache-may be lessened by applying cloths dipped.
in cold water; or evaporating lotions to the head; if
the extremities be cold and the headache severe, a
warm stimulating foot.bath ean be tried so soon as
the nausea will allow the patient to sit up. If the
the attacks occur in the early part of the day, as
soon as the pain bas subsided, it is generaliy better
for the patient to sit up, or move about, or take
exercise in the open air. A young lady, on consult-
ing me for, this disorder, said: " Nothing relieves
these headaches.exeept a good gallop- on m-y pony. I
I have sometimes to lie still for three or four hours
before the pain is bearable; but directly I am, able, I,
mount my poony and- always return home better."
During the attack the appetite is diminished, the ilea
even; of food provoking disgust. Still, after the
nauseahas passed away, and the headache bas don-
tinued, a few hours, a plate of soup or some easily
digested food will often have a good effect in equalis-.
ing the cerebral circulation. A remedy which may
very often be given with advantage if the head-
ache be severe, is bromide of potassium in doses.of
5, 10, or 15 grains, to. which 30 or -40 minims, of
sal volatile x'may in. some cases be added with
advantage; and if: the nausea still continue, these
nay-be given in, combination with the effervercing

citrate of potash. A saline, purgative at the
commencement of an attack- is sometimes an effectual
remedy; but, as a rule, the use of purgativès is
objectionable.

So far, the measures which i have suggested are
only palliative. We come now to the consideration
of such as are preventive, or to the treatment
necessary during the intervals between the attacks.
First of all, you must try to find out the exciting
cause and endeavour to remove it. Hours of study
or work must be abridged; excessive bodily fatigue,
loss of rest, everything in fact, must be avoided
which the sufferers know from individual experience
will act as exciting causes. Where the attacks are
associated with excessive mental work, they should
be regarded as danger-signals, showing necessity for
relaxation. In the next place, you must endeavour
to improve the tone of the bodily and nervous systems
by proper medicinal and hygienic means; and the
chief remedies which I employ are steel, strychnine,
and cod-liver oil. The success, however, following
these remedies depends a great deal upon the way in
which tbey are administered. For a day or two
after the attack the stomach. and bowels may
possibly be disordered, and not in a fit-state to tolerate
such remedies. This must first be corrected. The
simple vegetable bitters such as gentian, with small
doses of henbane and and some aromatic, may, be of
service, and, if necessary, one or two grains of blue
pill, with four or five of compound rhubarb pill, may
be given at night. We may then try steel. -If the
attacks have been very frequent, or if there be any
scrofulous tendency, I give the iodide of iron in the
following form. R. Ferri et aimmon. citrat, gr. v;
potassii iodidi gr. ij; 3 j; and I add, according to
circumstances, 15 to 20 minims of tincture of
henbane, or 20 to 30 minims of aromatie spirit of
ammonia. If the stomach be at all irritable, I give
this in the effervescing form adding to each dose 20
grains of bicarbonate of potash, and directing it to
be taken- with a tablespoonful of lemon-juice or a
corresponding .amount of citrie acid : the dose to be-
taken twice a day, about 11 and 4. I soon leave off
the effervescing form, and then add to each dose five
minins of liquor strychnioe, omitting the henbane and,
sal volatile, and continuing the iodide of potassium
according as it seems to be- indicated or not. In
other cases, I give the citrate of iron and ammonia
with strychnine at the beginning, and sometimes
combine them with infusion of calumba. The iron
is indicated by the greater or less anemia of the
patient; but the strychnine is, in my opinion, a very
important remedial agent in the disorder. In small
doses, it acts as a simple tonic, increasing the appetite
and improving the digestion ; it dilates the vessels,
and thus increasing the supply of blood, it augments
the activity of the-spinal cord (Harley). It promotes
the capillary circulation, and therefore its . use is
advisable for persons troubled -with cold hands and
feet (Anstie); and if it fulful these conditions, it js
clearly indicated in the disorder which we are
considering. Cod-liver oil also often acts very bene-
ficially. "It has been fonnd by experiment that
great exertion and prolonged labour can be endured,
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without fatigue when starchy and fatty -foods are
alone eaten . . . and there is reason to think that
cod-liver oil is more easily absorbed tban other
similar substances" (Ringer). " It improves the
digestive process, increases the proportion of red
corpuscles in the blood. and invigorates the whole
nutritive function" (Wood) ; and I believe it parti-
cularly sustains the energy of the brain during
prolonged mental exertion. A gentleman in the
foremost rank at the bar told me that, whenever he
was engaged in a jury-trial which was likely to tax
bis energies to a greater degree than usual the thing
which best sustained him was a good dose of cod-
liver oil taken in the morning before going into court;
and others engaged in mental work have confirmed
this view. I therefore regard cod-liver oil as having,
besides its -other properties, a nutrient and tonic
action on the cerebro-spinal nervous system. As a
remedy for these nervous headaches, I only prescribe
it once a day. beginning with a small teaspoonful
immediately after breakfast, and gradually increasing
the quantity to a tablespoonful, but not beyond,
unless lu exceptional cases.

You must take care to regulate the action of the
bowels, but by no meanus have recourse to strong
purgatives. Five grains of the Socotrine aloes pilI,
given at night are generally suficient. If' the
bowels be habitually constipated, then no remedy
seems to answer so well as the aloes and iron pill,
Five grains given twice a day, half an hour before
meals, will act freely ; and in a few days you will
have to diminish the dose, for the remedy possesses
this advantage, that its effect is augmented instead
of being lessencd by continual adrainistration,
especially when strychnine is given at the same time.
The natural waters of Friedrichshall or Marienbad
may in many instances be of service, given as laxa-
tives.

Besides the remedies to which I have called your
attention, others have been recoinmended, such as
arsenic and quinine, caffein, &c. Where anomia is
not a prominent symptom, they may sometimes be
of service.

Lastly, you mnut lay down stringent rules for
your patients with regard to diet and exercise, and
you must impress upon them the importance of
these rules being strictly observed.-British 31edical
Journal.

DISEASES OF THE URINARY ORGANS.

TABLE FOR THE EXAMINATION oF URINE.

By Dr. J. CAMPBELL BRoWN, Lecturer on Chemistry and
Toxicology at the Liverpool Royal Infirmary

School of Medicine,

I.-Observe the colour and appearance of the
urine, whether it is clear or turbid, and whether it
contains much mucus.

A higli colour may be due to BILE, BLOOD or
PURPURINE; a pale colour may indicate excesss of
WATER, and frequently also GLUCOSE.

1,-Observe the reaction to red and blue litinus
papers.

Normal urine is slightly aeid; if the réaction is
alkaline, and the red colour of the paper is restored
on di-ying it, the alkalinity is probably due to
ammonium carbonate from the , decomposition of
urea; confirm by observing whether effèrvescence
occurs on the addition of an acid to the urine.

III.- Observe the specific gravity.
a. If the specific gravity is above 1025, test for

glucose by (1.) potash solution and heat; GLUCOsE
gives a dark solution. (2.) Add potash and filter,
if necessary , then add copper tartrate and more
potash until a blue solution is obtained ; on heating
to the boiling point glucose reduces a red or orange
precipate of CuQ. O.

b.-If the specific gravity is high and sugar is not
present, add to a portion of the clear urine in a deep
watch-glass about one half its volume of cold con-
centrated nitric acid; a deposit of hexagonai plates
of urea nitrate indicates excess of UREA. (Probably
excess of phosphates and other salts will be found
accompanying excess of urea.)

c. If the specific gravity is below 1012, this may
be due to great dilution of the secretion with WATER,
which will be further indicated by a large quantity
passed in twenty-four hours; but it is more generally
due to disease of the secreting organs, and is accom-
panied by albumen, the urine being then frequently
alkaline, but sometimes acid.

IV.-H-Ieat a portion to the boiling point in a
test tube, albumen may be at once coagulated ; add
nitric acid dorp by drop; a flocculent precipitate indi-
cates ALBUMEN; confirm by adding to another
portion of the urine acetic acid, filtering to remove
mucus, if necessary, and then adding potassium
ferrocyanide; a white precipitate indicates ALBUMEN.
The deposit from an albuminous urine should be
examined microscopically for CASTS, PUs and BLOOD
GLOBULES'

Boiling alone may first cause a precipitate of
CALCIUM PrOSPHATE, which will be re-dissolved
on the adlition of nitric acid. If a turbid urine is
rendered clear by boiling the turbidity is due to
urates.

V.-Add to a portion of the urine, ammonia in
excess; the white precipitate consists Of ALKALINE-
EARTHY PHOSPHATES; filter aud addamnimonium chlo-
ride and nagnesium sulphate; the white crystalline
precipitate indicates the amount of phosphate which
was originally present as ALKALINE PHOSPHATES.

VI.-To another portion add animonia and filter;
then add ammonium oxalate; the white precipitate
Pontains the CALCIUM as oxalate.

VIL-To another portion add nitric acid; divide
into two parts; to the first add barium chloride; the
precipitate contains SULPHURIC ACID as barium
sulphate. To the second add silver nitrate; the
curdy precipitate contains the CHLORINE as silver
chloride.

VIIL-A dark brown or blue colour may be due
to INDICAN, which is destroyed by nitric acid.1

Any colour from that of Gregory's powder to an
olive green tint may be due in part to bile.

(1.) Pour a layer of the urine (concentrated if
necessary,) on to a white dish, and add concentrated
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nitric acid. A play of colours, green, blue, purple, in the former, and in new cases and convalescents
and red, indicates BILE PIGMENT. fresh implantatious over the, in the main, healthy

(2.) Boil a portion of the urine with acetic acid, area of the scalp may be taken place from contact
and filter to remove albumen, then add a few crystals with bad cases of tinea. Dr. Fox would, of course,
of cane sugar, and a few drops of concentrated only adopt this plan where the cases of disease are
acid; a purple tint indicates the ACIDS OF BILE. very numerous-say thirty, forty, and fifty or more.

A red colour may be due to blood; in this case There are, next, certain general considerations to
heat will have destroyed the colour, and coagulated be taken account of. Attention to the dietary is
the albumen of BLOOD. Examine . one; for the under-fed, and ill nourished, and ill kept

(1.) by the microscope for BLOOD GLOBULES, and furnish the most appropriate nidus for ringworm.
(2.) by the spectroscope for IIÆIMATINE. All deficiency in meat should be rectified, and in
A high colour may also b3 due-to purpurine. In case the attacked or the non-infected look sickly or

this case it is unaltered by heat and by nitrie acid. pallid, the allowance of meat and fresh vegetables
Boil a portion with hydVochloric acid. A dark red should be inci-eased, ánd supplemented by iron and
or purple colour indica'tes excess Of PURPURINE, of cod-liver oil. So again, the cubie space allotted to
which a small quantity is present in normal urine. each child should be ample, ventilation free, and
Allow to stand for a day ; the crystals which slowly cleanliness enforced with exceptional strictness.
form are URIC ACID an excess of which frequently One word more as regards the general health of
accompanies purpurine. - Liveripool Mifedical and children. . If with a vigorous system of insysection
Sio-gical Reports. in constant operation many cases rapidly appear, and,

in spite of hygienie measures, spread, the children
POISONED BY MERCURY FROM A TOOTHI FILLING. furnish clearly a very suitable soil, and the dietary

The following, from a Nebraska paper, shows that of the establishment should be looked to. If ring-
the " amalgain question " received some attention in worm becomes epidemic, with a bad qstem of in-
the West: " Last' Wednesday evening the intelli- spection, it imphes simply neglect, of course. Here
gence was noised about that Mr. John C. Smith, a isolation is the main thing needed to protect the
middle-aged oan, unmarried, who lived in a small healthy, and not feeding up.
house next west of the residence of S. W. Allen, was In all cases in schools the hair should be eut short,
dead. It was known in town that he had been suf- close to the scalp. Recent cases are at once checked
fering for some days with a swelled face and neck, and often cured by simple blistering. The disease,
coming from a tooth, whici Dr. Keef, of Marysville, nothavmg reached the bottom ôf the hair follicles, is
had lately filled, but his death was not thought pos- at once accessible to remedies.. The use of strong
sible. Dr. Sprague attended the deceased at first, acetic acid is perhaps as good as the blistering fluid.
but afterwards called Drs. Davis aud Buffon: all cf If the case is not very recent, epilation of diseased
whom agreed that he was suffering from the effects hairs, after the Paris fashion, should be praeticed.

c ciia It is generaliy " toc mueh trouble te do this."' Dr.of mercury, present in the amalgam used in fillin ibus ge ne xt enorch trouse to do dhis. of
one of his tecth. The filling had salivated the un- Tilbury Fox next enforces the use, every few days, of
fortunate man, aud as the inside of his mouth, throat Coster' spaste to the extent of some five or six applica-
and windpipe swelled, respiration was hindered, and tiens, and the subsequent use, nig>t and morng, of
it finally ceased altogether. some parasiticide ointment, diluted citrine ointment,

i eor sulphur, creasote, and ammonio-chloride of mer-ci Poultices were applied, and other means used to cury. The head should be washed each day and well
reduce the swelling, but all to no purpose. Mr. cr. The latte p ashe cape aud dis
Smith died about 7 , 'clock Wednesday eveuing. ,ren.sed. The latter preveats the escape andJ dis-

semination of fungus germs. If preferred, the head
By request of a number of the citizens, Coroner may be kept soaked in diluted sulphurous acid: of

Buchanan next day day ordered a post rnortern ex- course a proper cap of silk sbould be worn.
amination to be made of the remains and an inquest It is scarcely necessary to do more than refer to
te be held. Dr. Davis made-the examination, open- the necessity of thoroughly cleansing the brushes,
ing the chest and taking eut the lungs, and also ex- combs and towels ofthe diseased, and seeing thatthese
tracting the filled tooth- No sigus of any other are uot used in cemmon by the healthy aud the
disease were found except that caused by the mer- infected. , Towels should be well boiled, To one
cury, aud it was made clear to the jury by the novel point Dr. Fox directs special attention: it is
Doctor that this caused the death.-Denital 3aga- the disinfection of the air of the wards in which a
zine. large number o'cases of ringworm have been. His

recent observations show that the fungus germs are
TREATMENT 0FRINGWORM. floating.in the air; and though Dr. Fox had until

Dr. Tilbury Fox, in the course 'of some observa- lately no experience to go upon, because the obser-
tions on the mode of preventing the extention of vation is as yet a novel one, yet he has no hesitation
ringworm in schools, remarks that isolation at all in saying that the air of the wards should be disin-
hazards is the first thing to do. When a number of fected by burning sulphur, if, after complete isolation
cases occur, it is better to separate instances of very has been practised where many cases of ringworm
bad and extensive disease again from slight new have oc.urred, other instances of disease still con-
cases and convalescents, for the simple reason that tinue to -appear amongst the previously healthîy.
active treatment may at once annihilate the disense (Lancet, Jan. 6, 1872.)
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A REMEDY FOR BIMOPTYSIS.

Dr. Ilolden says, in the 3fedical Record, that he
desires to call the attention of the profession to a
method of treatment of hoemoptysis, which, while
most simple and effileacious, lie lias not seen des-
cribed by any, viz., the throwing of the atomized
vapour of a saturate solution of gallie acid directly
into the mouth and throat. He bas repeatedly
found the most gratifying success follow at once,
even in cases of profuse hæimorrhage. Unlike other
stypties thus administered, it quiets the spasmodic
cough, which seems the direct result of the presence
of the blood, requires but a moment to prepare, and,
aside from its eflicacy, it inspires immediately the
confidence of the patient. For about two years lie
adopted this method, and lias been surprised that
no similar experience lias found its'way into the
medical journals. His habit lias been to have an
atomizer and bottle of gallic acid always at hand,
and when sunmoned hastily, to mix the acid in a
tumbler of cold water, and use even without waiting
for the excess of acid to subside. It lias proved
successful in several cases where the blood was
streaming frorn the mouth with every expiration.
(iMed. and Surg. Reporter, No. 768.)

CARBOLIC ACID INHALATIONS IN CHRONIO
BRONCHITIS.

BY JOHN A. LIDELL, 3LD., NEW YORK.

In a bad case of chronic broncitis-a case in
which there was strongly marked bronchiectasis on
both sides, harassing couglh both byday and night,
profuse muco-purulent secretion that oftentimes was
very offensive in smell, and emaciation with other
general signs of bronchial phthisis, the writer has
recently administered carbolic acid by inhalation,
and made the patient comfortable by so doing, when
every other palliative had failed.

At first it was given in the vapor of hot or warm
water ; but, after a short trial, these inhalations
were discontinued, because they made the patient
perspire too much. Then it was administered in
the form of spray witli Codman & Shurtleff's atom-
izing apparatus No. 5, and the result was grati-
fying in every respect. The preparation which was
used most, consisted of the crystallized acid dissolved
in water in the ratio of one grain of the former to
one ounce of the latter, that is, 1 part of the acid to
480 parts of water. Trials were also made with a
solution as weak as 1 part to 600 on the one hand,
and as strong as one part to 300 on the other, but
those having a strength of 1 part to 450 or 480 an-
swered best. The patient was made to breathe or
inhale the spray with deep inspirations, from five to
ten minutes at a sitting, unless a feeling of drowsiness
,were sooner produced, once a day, usually ; twice a
day,. however, when the expectoration was very pro-
fuse or offensive in smell.

The use of these inhalations was continued on and
off for about eighteen monts without producing any
unpleasant consequences whatever. On the contrary

they-always gave the patient marked relief. They in-
variably soothed and quieted the cough. They cor-
rected the fetor of the breath and -of the expectora-
tion. They lessened the quantity of the expectora-
tion itself in a decided manner without tightening
the cough or rendering it dry. And they proved
beneficial in other respects, for under their use the
pulse became less.frequent and irritable, and the
tendency to afternoon fever was likewise diminished.
Notwithstanding, this case terminated fatally (al-
though the end was long postponed,) and therefore
carbolic acid inhalations must not be considered as,
in any sort of way, a specific for chronic bronchitis.
However, our patient's life was obviously prolonged,
and lier comfort was greatly pronoted by their fre-
quent use. It is, then, as a palliative of more than
ordinary value in the treatment of this diseaseý that
we now confidently reconmend the inhalation of
carbolic-acid.

The only contra-indication to-its employment in
chronie bronchitis which we observed, was the con-
traction of a " fresh cold," especially when attended
with fine crepitation. Under such circumstances we
always judged it expedient to suspend the inhalations
until the acute symptoms had passed away. -Carbolie
acid appears to be too irritating in its nature to be
used in this way with safety in cases where there is
acute inflammation of the pulmonary tissue or of the
bronchial mucous membrane. But, in cases where
those chronic inflammatory conditions of thebron-
chial mucous membrane, which need a stimulating
plan of treatmient, are present, this agent may be
administered in the way mentioned above, without
risk, and with great benefit to the patient.-New
York flMedical Record.
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MONTREAL, NOVEMBER, 1872.

MONTREAL AS A CENTRE FOR MEDICAL

EDUCATION.

Montreal, the metropolis and great manufactur-
ing centre of the Dominion, has aliwavs been recog-
nised as the chief seat of Medical Education for the
British A merican Provinces. Its rapid growth .and
increaséd manufacturing interests have largely deve-
loped those means, which in the first'instance gave
to our city its medical reputation. To-day, there-
fore, it should be in the position of extending to all
who come to it the fullest possible advantages
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which are to be. derived from the material which is
so abundantly supplied. Other cities, pre-eminently:
Toronto, areputting forward their claims, and unless
Montreal chooses to be guided by plain common
sense, we hesitate not to assert that the numbers who
yearly; come hither for the- purposes of ý Medical in-
struction will before long be very sensibly diminish-
ed. In making this statement, we. do so advisedly,
for within the last few years, but especially this fall,
there has been very loud murmuring, and much dis-
approval expressed at the facilities afforded at the
Montreal General Hospital for the purpose of Clini-
cal instruction., Those who have thus expressed
themselves have for several years seen this grievance
gradually growing worse, till this winter it bas
become so conspicuous and so aggravating that in
the interest of the students and in the interest of the
city, as a place of Medical education, we feel called
upon to take notice of it. We know that a portion
ýof the profession of the city will probably miscon-
strue our motives and assert that we. desire to find
places on the staff of the Hospital for some members
of the Faculty of the Medical School with which we
:are connected. W'e repudiate at once any such in-
tention, and assert that the views we now enunciate
bave been held by us, and freely expressed upon
every fitting occasion, during the past eight years.
We feel, and ouropinion lias been arrived at after
seeing the working of both methods, and a mature
consideration of the subject-, that it is contrary to
the spirit of the age that Universities should in the
smallest degree exercise control over clinical teach-
ing. Having said so much by way of introduction
let us proceed to the more practical part of our sub-
ject. The Montreal General Hospital-a noble in-
stitution-has supplied the clinical material, or the
greater portion of it, which bas educated ai host of
Medical men who are now scattered throughout the
length and breadth of the Dominion. Twelve years
ago, when we attended it for the last time as a
student, the number of indoor patients was very
.considerably less than they are now, while as regards
students. we are not beyond themark when we state
that then there was fully forty to fifty less than
this winter. Even at that, time among those
who were anxious to benefit themselves to- thc-fullest
possible extent, there was a feeling, often expressed,
that from the over-crowding- of, -the wards with
students, much of the instruction which -should have
been obtainable was lost. Year:after year this state
.of things has graduallybe.en getting worse, tillnow
itis-a commonthing;to hear itiexpressed bytsoxme.of
-the more diligent students, ithat the time they are

compelled to pass at the Hospital is, for the reason
we have given,- so much time wasted. The cause-of
this is so plain that some of the Committee of Man-
agement-of the Hospital have had their attention
drawn to the matter, and have suggestedthe proper
remedy-an increase in the staff of attending
Physicians. At the present moment the Hospital
staff is composed of eiglit active or working members,
and two of them attend for three months. , The
manner in which this duty is, and always bas been
performed is deserving of every praise ; but as only
two attend at one time, there are at present fully
fifty students or more following each physician. This
fact carries with it a force of argument -that no ad-
ditional words of ours can possibly strengthen, and
proves the necessity which exists for an increase in
the staff of'Physicians. We hold the opinion, and
it is shared by the majority of students themselves,
that if fifty of them follow one physician around the
wards of an Hospital they will derive but a modicum
of the benefit which should be obtainable from even
the ordinary material to be found in Hospitals. The
mnatter is an important one in the interest of our
city continuing to maintain its ascendency in the
matter of Medical education, and the truth of our
remarks can be verified at any time by those who
will take the trouble to visit the Institution.

PERSONAL.

On the 12th November, amongother operations in
the St. Patrick's Department of the Hotel Dieu Hos-
pital, Dr. Hingston had a case of lithotomy, in a
child of one year, wherein the stone was supposed to
date from birth. The stone was hard, and was about
the size of the shell of a pea-nut. It was extracted
by meanus of a thin scoop of horn, so thatthere was
no undue dilatation of the wound, a point of some
importance.

Dr. Hiùgston recently removed the greater part of
the lower jaw, and- the whole of the tongue at its
roots. The patient, a man- of fifty, made a rapid re-
covery.

Dr. Powell, of Victoria, British Columbia, bas
been appointed Suparintendent of Indian affairs. in
that Province. We congratulate'our class-mate upon
this recógnition of his abilities.

Dr: J·. H. Wright, son of Dr. H. 1-. Wright, of
Toronto, hàs recèived the appointment of : House
Surgeon to the Victoria, Park Hospital, 'bondon,
Englànd
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T HE PnHYSICIAN'S VISITING LIST FOR 1873. Twenty
second year of its Publication : Philadelphia,
Lindsay & Blackiston: Montreal, Dawson,
Brothers.

The kindness of the publishers has placed in our
hands, this invaluable little work. We call it in-
valuable, and advisidly so, for to many within our
knowledge, it bas repaid its cost a hundred times
over, not to say anything of its great convenience,
as a daily remembrancer of work. Those who have
made use of it need no urging from us to induce
them to again obtain it, but we advise those who
have not seen it to order it without delay. It is
compact, carried without the slightest inconvenience,
and is arranged for from 25 to 100 patients weekly.

OVARIAN Tu3oRs; THEIRa PATaOLoGY, DIAGNosIS

AND TREATMENT, ESPÉCIALLY OF OVAR10-
TOMY. By E. Randolph Peaslee, M.D., LL.D.,
Professor of Gynocology in the Medical De-
partment of Dartmouth College; attending
Surgeon of the New York Statè Woman's
Hospital; consulting Physician to the Stran-
ger's Hospital: corresponding Fellow of the
Obstetrical Society of Berlin, and of the
Gynocological Society of Boston; Honorary
member of the Louisville Obstetrical Society;
President of the New York Academy of
Medicine, &c., &c., &c., with fifty-six illustra-
tions on wood. New York, D. Appleton & Co.,
551 Broadway, N. Y. Montreal, Dawson Bros.

This admirable treatise is divided into two parts,
the first part treating of the normal anatomy, patho-
logy and treatment of ovarian tumors, excepting
ovariotomy, and beautifully illustrated with a num-
ber of original and well-executed drawings. The
classification of avarian tumors under two general
heads, the solid and the cystic, presents the subject
in a most simple and satisfactory form, and the
subsequent grouping of these tumors is clear and
scientific. In his differential diagnosis of abdominal
tumors, Dr. Peaslee has handled his subject with
masterly skill, and shown his thorough acquaintance
with the literature of the day.

The second part of the work, which treats of
ovariotomy, its history, statistics, indications, prog-
nosis, operative methods and treatment is dealt
with in the same original and able way that charac-
terizes the first part cf the work. The history of the
operation is fairly and fully entered into, and the
high honor of being the first ovariotimist is justly

accorded to Dr. McDowell,of Kentucky. With regard
to the history of ovariotomy, while considerable
diligence bas been exercised in the collection of
cases it is much to be regretted that more complete
returns were not obtained. The names of several
well-known operators 'have been omitted, among
which is Dr. Burnhams, of Lowell, Mass. The re-
turns of cases performed in Canada might very
appropriately have found a place in this connection.
The author's observations with regard to the selection
of cases, and the proper time for their operation, com
mend themselves as reasonable and proper, and also,
accord with the opinion of such men as Dr. Keith,
and Mr. Wills, whom, we think we may justly regard
as the highest authorities on all matters connected
with this operation. The prevalent opinion held a
few years, against tapping as tending to diminish the
chances of recoveries, is refuted by the latest statis-
tics, Drs Keith and Wells both prefer to defer the
operation as long as the patients health will permit;
resort to tapping in the meantime for the relief of
urgent symptoms.

The importance of having the operation of ovario-
tomy performed in private houses or privatehospitals,
is forcibly dwelt upon, and commends itself to the
judgmnent, as desirable in the treatment of all
diseases. Sir J. Y. Simpson's late paper on "l Hos-
pitalism " conclusively shews that a smaller percen-
tage of deaths occur in small Hospitals, than large
ones. The mode of performing' the operation and,
the after treatment recommended, are based upon
sound physiological principles, and are such as have
been followed by the greatest success. The prepara-
ratory treatment and arrangements "or the operation
are in acordance with latest established facts. The-
author devotes special attent:on to the subject of
securing'the pedicle, and arrives at the conclusion,,
that the ligature is more safe than the clamp. This.
conclusion although sustained by statistics does not
accord with the' practice of either Keith or Wells,
as the former operator is now inclined to give
preference to the actual cautery, and the latter
adheres to his clamp. The treatment recommended.
after ovariotomy, especially in cases of unusual com-
plications, is most thorough and well worthy of the
attention of every operator. The last éhapter of the
work is devoted to the hygienie treatment of those
who survive ovariotomy- attractive; while Dr.
Peaslée's style is clear, and mode of treating his sub-
ject is eminently practical and complete. The
work is gotten up in D. Appleton & Company's
best style, and should be in the hands of every ona
who attempts to deal with ovarianA tumors.
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MEDICO-OHIRURGICAL SOCIETY OF MONTREAL.

MEETING HIELD NoVEiBER 2ND., 1872.

Dr., REDDY, Vice-President, occupied the chair.
The attendance of members was small.

Dr. E. K. PATON was elected a member of the
Society.

Dr. F. W. CAMPBELL gave notice for the intro-
duction of a bye-law to create corresponding members
of the Society.

• Dr. GEORUE W. Ross read a paper on Thoracic
Aneursim. The patient had always enjoyed good
health, till the spring of 1872. At onc time, he
had been intemperate. Never had had syphilis.
Presented himself to Dr. Ross, on the 12th of last
July, complaining of pain, which lie said had began
to attract notice about three months previously.
Itwas described as being at times burning in
character, while at others it was lancinating, getting
much worse towards night, at tinies becoming
agonizing, and preventing sleep. Resonance of the
chest wall was clear throughout. Heart's sounds
quite natural. No murmur to be beard either in
front or behind. Striking the vertebræ gave no pain,
and a diagnosis of intercostal neuralgia was made.
A liniment of soap, opium and chloroform as.well
as fly blisters were used, and in about six weeks the
patient had improved so completely, that lie proposed
to resume his work of a farm laborer. On the 3rd
of September, the pain having returned, lie was
admitted into the Montreal General Hospital, and
on the 15th of October, suddenly expired. Apost
morten revealed an aneurism of the thoracie aorta,
with a firm clot in -the sac of the size of a goose
egg, and erosion of three of the dorsal vertebro.

After a brief discussion, and the thanks of the
Society bad been tendered to Dr. Ross, the meeting
adjourned.

MEETING HELD NoVEMBER 16TII.

Dr. R. PALMER HOWARD, President, in the
ichair.

Drs. WILLIAM BURLAND and DUHIAMEL were
elected members of the Society.

Dr. TRENHIOLME read a paper upon a case of
abdominal tumor, (it will be found among, our ori-
ginal communications.)

Dr. REDDY stated that he had seen the case,
which Dr. Trenholme had apparently forgotten. Hle
examined per vaginum, and studied the case 'closely,

but although he cxcluded ovarian disease, it was
impossible for him to arrive at any definite opinion.
1 Dr. F. W. CAMPBELL said he saw the case-several
tiimes in consultation with. Dr. Trenholme.' It was
to him an exceedingly puzzling one. Although
no positive diagnosis could be arrived at, it was
clear to his mind that. the proper treatment was to
evacuate the contents of the cyst ; that this was correct
the subsequent history of the case proved. But why
the cure did not follow the first tapping, as it, did
upon the second, was to him a little of a mystery.

Dr. REDDY said,that tumors of the kidney were
not quite so rare, as mentiened by Dr. Trenholme.
Before coming,to the meeting, ho had looked up the
subject, and found mention of several. One case
was met by Grailey Hewett, another was the case
of a little boy vho bad the disease for five years, and
from wiom a large quantity of fluid was taken.
Spencer Wills operated upon a case, as did alse
another celebrity; altogether lie had got records of
six cases.

Dr. CiAIK wihed to know if there was any
evidence in the abdominal, cvity Of inflammatory
action, showing that inflammation took place after
the tapping. His object in asking was to ascertain
if so irritating a fluid as the urine could be extra-
vasated into the abdominal cavity without producing
serious inflammation.

Dr. TRENHOLME, in answer to Dr. CRAIK, said
there were no adhesions between the walls' of the
cyst and the abdomen. There could be no doubt
but that some of the contents of the cyst were extra-
vasated, as sie complained of a burning sensation,
radiating from the point of entrance of 'the trocar,
over the wbole abdomen. The amount of shock that
followed was very great. In reply to Dr. F. W.
CAMPBELL's remark as to why the first tapping did
not effect the cure, which followed the second tap-
ping,-he stated that it was in all probability due to
the fact that at the time the cyst was first evacuated,
the secreting structure of the kidnev had not been
injured to an extent sufficient to prevent the rapid
secretin of urine. That before the second opera-
tion had been performed, the organ performed its
fanction sa slowly as to allow the fluid to escape
without pressing upon the valvular orifice of the
ureter, which, thus remained patent for the rest of
her life.

Dr. HINGSTON mentioned as an example of the
extreme difficulty in the diagnosis between ovarian
disease and tumor of the kidney, a case which
occurred in bis practice some five years previously.

The patient had been seen by a number of the Surgeons
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of Montreal, not one of whom diagnosed tumor of
the kidney. He began, as he thought, ovariotomy,
but eut down on what proved to be a tumor of the
kidney of enormous size. The patient died. Since
then he had met with one or two cases, and remem-
bering some of the prominent symptoms present in
the fatal case, ho was enabled to diagnose tumor of
the kidney; still he admitted that the signs whereby
to diagnose it were not very clear.

Dr. E. K. PATTON mentioned the case of a female
child, twelve months old, under the care of Dr.
Jackson of Quebec, who died from an abdominal
tumor. From the age of the child, it was not
suspected to have been ovarian, which the post mor-
tem revealed it to be.

Dr. HoWARD inquired if it was malignant.
Dr. PATTON replied that he could not state, as the

specimen was not examined microscopically.
Dr. HOWARD, (President,) stated that as regards

the 'situation of the tumor in Dr. Trenholme's case,
it was the usual site of renal tumors. The cause of
the enlargement of the pelvis of the kidney was to
him a good deal of a puzzle; it was in fact an anato-
mical puzzle. The most common cause was a renal
calculus. An examination of the ureter proved

that it was not thickened, so that any idea of tuber-
cular disease had to be abandoned. The obvious
cause was not ascertainable, but whether the post
mortem had been sufficiently exhaustive to say that
none existed, was for Drs. Trenholme and Kennedy
to say. He then referred to the fact that the disease
although not common was not exceedingly rare,
specimens of renal tumors being found in all

museums. He stated that some five years ago he
had a case under his observation, whom in early life
he had attended for renal calculus. He had lost

sight of him for several years ; when ho returned
there was a considerable tumor present. The early
history enabled him to diagnose a tumor of the
kidney. The cyst was enormous, and had produced
abdominal dropsy from pressure on the veins. It

was tapped, but the patient died.
Dr. TRENHOLME, in reply to Dr. Howard, stated

there were no calculi, and that the ureter was pervious
and healthy, and that in the diagrams given by Dr.
Bight the tumors were generally somewhat lower in
the abdomen than in this case, and did not press
against the diaphràgm without being at the same
time extended low in the lumbar region.

Dr. CRAIK accounted for the origin o? the tumor
upon the theory that thickening of the mucus lining
of the ureter prevented the escape of the urine, and
that in this case the peculiar way in which the sack

was formed rendered further escape of fluid, while
the pressure continued, impossible.

Dr. FENWIcK thought that if due to pressure of
abdominal organs, the ureter as well as the pelvis of
the kidney would have been dilated.

The President conveyed the thanks of the Society
to Dr. Trenholme, for lis paper, which he considered
one of the most interesting which had been brought
before the Society for some time.

Dr. BELL then read a paper on imperforate
hymen, which will be found among our original comt
munications,

Dr. TRENHOLME said it would have been inter-
esting had Dr. Bell extended his inquiries, and ascer-
tained if the husband had been having sexual inter-
course through the urethra.

Dr. HINGsTON said that was probable, as Dr. Bell
had said the urethra was dilated to an extent
capable of admitting his little finger.

Dr. FENWICK stated that he had had a case under
his care, where there was obliteration of the vagina
from childbirth, and that the urethra was sufficiently
large to admit the index finger, The husband had
been having connection for months through the

urethra, and did not know it. She came under his
(Dr, Fenwick's) care, suffering from incontinence of
urine, due to this fact.

The Society voted its thanks to Dr, Bell for his
interesting paper.

A good deal of business of purely local interest-
was then transacted, and the Society adjourned.

BIRTES.

On the 20th November, at 686 Dorchester street, Montreal,
the wife of Dr. Geo. Baynes, of a son.

MARRIAGES.

At the Parish Church of Rosneath, on the 22d. October,
by the Rev. R. H. Story, minister of the parish, assisted by
the Rev. William Scott Moncrieff, of St. Thomas' Churcb,
Edinburgh, David Scott Moncreiff, writer to the Signet,
Edinburgh, to Margaret Fisher, eldest daughter of George-
William Campbell, Esq., M.D., Professor of Surgery McGill
College, Montreal, Canada.

At George Square, Edinburgh, on the 29th Oet., by the
Rev. Charles J. Brown, D.D., Moderator of the Free Church
General Assembly, Alexander Russell Simpson M.D., Pro-
fessor of Midwifery, &c., in the University of Edinburgh, to
Margaret Stewart, daughter of George F..Barbour, Esq., of i.
Bonskeid, Perthshire.

DIED.

On November 25th, Maria, widow of the late William
Wood Squire, M.D., and daughter of the late Joseph
Newman Hall.

In this city, on the 26th instant, Emelia Margaret, twin
daughter of Francis Rourk, M.D., aged 14 months.
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